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Service Support Activity Id Activity Service Delivery Activity Id Activity 
Service Desk & Incident Detection and Recording INC1 Capacity Management Monitoring resource and service CAP1 
Incident Management Classification and initial support INC2  Analysis CAP2 
 Investigation and diagnosis INC3  Tuning CAP3 
 Resolution and recovery INC4  Implementation CAP4 
 Incident closure INC5  Storage of CM data CAP5 
    Demand management CAP6 
Problem Management Problem Control PRO1  Modelling CAP7 
 Error Control PRO2  Application sizing CAP8 
 Proactive Problem Management PRO3   Production of capacity plan CAP9 
      
Configuration 
Management Planning CONF1 
Availability Management Planning AVA1 
 Identification CONF2  Measurement and Reporting AVA2 
 Control CONF3  Reviewing AVA3 
 Status accounting CONF4  Producing Availability Plan AVA4 
 Verification and audit CONF5    
   IT Finance Management Budgeting ITFM1 
Change Management 
Registration and Classification : 
1. Change logging and filtering 
2. Allocation of priorities 
3. Change categorization 
CHAN1 
 IT Accounting ITFM2 
 Impact and resources assessment CHAN2  Charging ITFM3 
 Change approval CHAN3    
 Change scheduling CHAN4 IT Service Continuity     Management 
Initiation ITSCM1 
 Change building, testing and implementation CHAN5 
 Requirements Analysis and 
Strategy Definition 
ITSCM2 
 Change review and closure CHAN6  Implementation ITSCM3 
    Operational Management ITSCM4 
Release Management Release planning REL1  Invocation ITSCM5 
 Release design, build and configuration REL2    
 Release acceptance REL3 Service Level Management 
Produce a service catalogue SLM1 
 Rollout Planning REL4  Plan the SLA structure SLM2 
 Communication, preparation and training REL5 
 Negociating SLA SLM3 
 Distribution and installation REL6  Reporting and Monitoring SLM4 
    Reviewing SLM5 
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Questions propres au processus de gestion des incidents : 
»=» »=¼y½S¾¿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¼Á<½´¼5ÂÄÃÅy¾¿Æ#Ç,È{È
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Ï
ÊÎ ÖÎ ÊÎ È*ÒÍ5ÇÎ ÏÇbÔ
ÑÈGÎ ËÎ ÊÎ ÔÊÈ×`ÔË,×`Ð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Õ ÌÑØGÈ×ÓÒÎ ËÙ±Î ×È&ËÊ$Î Õ Î Ô*ÚÛ ÈÜÎ ËÐÓÊ\ÍÌÑÝ±ÐÑ&Ì×ÓÏ
ÊÒQÍÇ,Î Ï&ÇÞÔÑ&ÈlÔ×ÈßÓÔÊ ÈlÊÌÄØGÈÈ
ÊSÊ ÇÈÜ×È*Õ Î Ë,È×°ÐÑ&ÌÏ*È*Ò
ÒÌÓÊ$ÏÌØ{È*Ò
àá<âã ä:åæ3ç
è éêã ã ë$è ìíã ä<êîîë äé$é äé,ï,ç
äã ç
äëã ç
ä=ðë$âñäé é;è éñâò)ðó äã ä<è ô äôï#çäã ç&äëê(é äã3âõ6ê&ñã è ö
è ã è äéê÷î:êé$é â
ñè êã äî(ã êé øéêë ä;ðäë õ â&ë ò(äî(ã çêã3ðë âîíñä)ï,âë øðë$âîíñã éã çêãê&ñç*è äöä;ã ç
ä=ð&ë â
ñäé$éâíã ñâ&ò:äé$ôù ÷ â&ë î
äëã â:êé$é äé$é,ï#çäã ç
äëã çè éè éã ç
äñê&é ä ï;ä:êéé äé$é#ã ç
äæ3ë ê÷
é õ âë ò)êã è â&÷êñã è öè ã è äé;î
äõ è ÷äî5õ âë;ã ç
ä(ðë â&ñäé$é;ê÷îè ÷&öäé ã è ú&êã ä(ã çä ï;âë ø5ð&ë â
îí
ñã é#ã ç&êãã ç&äéäêñã è ö
è ã è äé3ðë$âîí
ñäô&æ3ç
è éð&ë âöè î
äéã çäì&êé è é3õ âë3êé$é äé$é è ÷ú#ê÷û<ì&íé$è ÷äé$éð&ë â
ñäé$éô»=»)ü&ý
The requirements for the process execution, the work products to be produced and the process 
outcomes to be achieved are defined»=»)üþ
Work products are produced which demonstrate that the process outcomes have been achieved.»=»)üÿ
Outcomes are achieved which demonstrate that the requirements have been met.
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àá<âã ä)åæ3ç
è é6êã ã ë è ì&íã ä;êî
îë äé$é äéï#çäã ç&äëã ç
ä#ð&ë â
ñäééè éï;äó óðó ê÷
÷äî(è ô äô&ï#çêã 
ï#çä÷ï=ç
âçâï=ô&ù ãè ÷ñó íîäé6ðó ê÷
÷
è ÷ú ã ë êñøè ÷ú ;ò(äêé í
ë è ÷ú\ê÷îSñó â
é$äîSó â
âð{ðë â
ñäé$é%ñâ÷&ã ë$âó(âõ%é ñç*äîíó äê÷î´ë äé âí
ë ñäï<è ã ç
è ÷Sã ç
äð&ë â !äñã:è ÷\ã äë ò:éâ
õò(äêé í
ë$è ÷
ú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ñâë ë äñã è ö
äñâ÷&ã ë$âó ó è ÷úê&ñã è â÷ôù ã#è ÷ñó íîäé;ðë â
ñäé$é#ë è é øò<ê÷êú
äò<ä÷&ã ô»<Â ü&ý
The resources required to perform the process are defined»<Â üþ
The timescale and/or cycle-time requirements for the performance of the process are defined»<Â üÿ
The performance of the process is managed (planned, tracked and adjusted) to produce the work 
products and achieve the outcomes within the defined time and resource requirements
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The work product functional and non-functional requirements are defined243.
The quality of the work products is managed to ensure that they meet their functional and non-
functional requirements
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L M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P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Q.H DFZOVPJ[M)FWWL WBRZT ITXF)YHJFIEWa\VPFZH D#TH8H DFZK8JPS]
O&PJVYV\#MH1WfTPFY&J[M \&RFI&HF)Y6T I#Y6MJIH PJV_ _ F)Yc
dfe%g hij[k)l m[nag g ol pq g hnr%r%o h%mm h%m&sk hg kho&g k hsEe%o {yo er%qzg m&y%oe%rqzah1rptg k)hyo e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zq|'h}g h%r¥)mhazq o hna}rfzSe}g o ev v hSr¥Sn%}rsk hg k ho&z1kna})~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The work product integrity requirements are defined.¦N§¨'©«
The work product dependencies are articulated.¦N§¨'©¬
The configuration control, version control, access control and documentation of the work 
products are managed to ensure that they meet their integrity requirements.
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Process documentation, together with appropriate guidance on tailoring of the standard process 
documentation, is defined which is capable of supporting the normal range of performance of the 
process and the work product functional and non-functional requirements. ¢
The performance of the process is conducted in accordance with appropriately selected and/or 
tailored standard process documentation ¢³
Historical process performance data is gathered to establish and refine the understanding of the 
process behavior in order to estimate the process performance resource needs ¢a´
Experiences of using the process documentation are used to refine the standard process
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The process infrastructure required for performing the process is documented.¶'·ôö
The required amount of appropriate process infrastructure is available, allocated and used to 
support the performance of the process in line with the process documentation
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The roles, responsibilities and competencies required for performing the process are documentedº.ôö
The required amount of competent human resource is available, allocated and used to support the 
performance of the process in line with the process documentation
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Suitable analysis and control techniques are identified./f¹0ôö
In-process measures are collected and analysed./f¹0ô24
Process performance is managed to ensure it is within the defined limits. 
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Partie 2
Modèle de r é f é r en c e p ou r  
les  p r oc es s u s et  l’ a p t i t u de
des  p r oc es s u s (n or m a t i f )
Partie 1
G u i de s u r les  c on c ep t s  et  i n t r odu c t i on  
(i n f or m a t i f )
Partie 9
V oc a b u la i r e
(i n f or m a t i f )
Partie 7
G u i de p ou r  l’ a m é li o-
r a t i on  de p r oc es s u s
(i n f or m a t i f )
Partie 8
G u i de p ou r  dé t er m i n er
l’ a p t i t u de d’ u n  f ou r n i s s eu r
(i n f or m a t i f )
Partie 6
G u i de p ou r  la  
q u a li f i c a t i on  des  
é v a lu a t eu r s (i n f or m a t i f )
Partie 3
C on du i r e u n e é v a lu a t i on
(n or m a t i f )
Partie 4
G u i de p ou r  c on du i r e
u n e é v a lu a t i on
(i n f or m a t i f )
Partie 5
Modèle d’ é v a lu a t i on et  
g u i de des  i n di c a t eu r s
(i n f or m a t i f )
 r é f é r n c p u r  
s  p r c s s u s t  ’ a p t i t u
s  p r c s s u s n r m a t i f
G u i  s u r s  c n c p t s  t  i n t r u c t i n  
i n f r m a t i f
V c a b u a i r
i n f r m a t i f
G u i  p u r  ’ a m é i
r a t i n   p r c s s u s
i n f r m a t i f
G u i  p u r  é t r m i n r
’ a p t i t u ’ u n  f u r n i s s u r
i n f r m a t i f
G u i  p u r  a  
q u a i f i c a t i n  s  
é v a u a t u r s i n f r m a t i f
C n u i r u n é v a u a t i n
n r m a t i f
G u i  p u r  c n u i r
u n é v a u a t i n
i n f r m a t i f
’ é v a u a t i n t  
g u i  s  i n i c a t u r s
i n f r m a t i f
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Partie 5
Exemple de modèle 
d’ é v alu ation (informatif)
Partie 1
Conc epts et v oc ab u laire
Partie 4
G u ide su r l’ u tilisation 
des ré su ltats 
d’ é v alu ation
Partie 3
G u ide pou r c ondu ire
u ne é v alu ation
(informatif)
M o dè l e de 
ré f é ren c e de 
p ro c es s u s  c o n f o rm e
Parties 1 & 2  >> Partie 1
Parties 2 & 3 >> Partie 2
Parties 7 et 8 >> Partie 4
Parties 4 et 6 >> Partie 3
Partie 5 >> Partie 5
Partie 2
Condu ire u ne é v alu ation
(normatif)
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Performed N/A
Performance Management Project Management, Risk Management
Quality Control Quality Management, Problem Management
Work Product Control Configuration Management, Change Management,
Product Management, Documentation
Process Definition Process Establishment, Process Engineering
Technology Management Technology Management, Work Environment
Management, Process Engineering
Human Resource Management Human Resource Development, Organisation
Alignment, Process Engineering
Process Measurement Capability Assessment, Measurement
Process Control Measurement
Process Change Process Improvement
Continuous Improvement Process Improvement, Process Innovation
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Level 1 Process Performance Largely
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Definition :  
 
The process concerning the design, implementation, measurement and management of IT 
Infrastructure Availability to ensure the stated business requirements for Availability are 
consistently met. 
 
Goal :  
 
to optimise the capability of the IT Infrastructure, services and supporting organisation to deliver 




• a single point of accountability for Availability (process owner) is established 
within the IT organisation  
• IT Services are designed to meet the IT Availability requirements determined 
from the business  
• the levels of IT Availability provided are cost justified  
• the levels of Availability required are agreed, measured and monitored to fully 
support Service Level Management  
• shortfalls in the provision of the required levels of Availability are recognised 
and appropriate corrective actions identified and implemented  
• a business and User perspective of IT Service Availability is taken to ensure 
optimal usage and performance of the IT Infrastructure is achieved to deliver 
maximum benefit  
• the frequency and duration of IT Service failures is reduced over time  
• IT support organisation mindset moves from error correction to service 
enhancement; from reactive to proactive attitude  
• the IT support organisation is seen to 'add value' to the business.  
Transformation activities :      
 
1. Planning : 
• Determining the Availability requirements : from the business for a new or enhanced IT 
Service. In conjunction with ITSCM determining the vital business functions and impact 
arising from IT component failure. 
• Design for Availability : Defining the specification of Availability requirements for 
hardware and software. Defining requirement for measurement points. Specifying the 
targets for Availability, reliability and maintainability for the IT Infrastructure 
components that underpin the IT Service to enable these to be documented and agreed 
within SLAs, OLAs and contracts 
• Design for Recovery : Defining diagnostic data capture procedures, and defining backup 
and recovery requirements, strategy and schedule. 
 
2. Measurement and reporting : 
Establishing measures and reporting of Availability, Reliability and Maintainability that 
reflects the business, User and IT support organisation perspectives  
 
3. Reviewing : 
Reviewing IT Service and component Availability and identifying unacceptable levels. And 
investigating the underlying reasons for unacceptable Availability. 
 
4. Producing availability Plan : 
      Producing and maintaining an Availability Plan which prioritises and plans IT Availability   
      improvements.  
 
Input work products :  
• the Availability requirements of the business for a new or enhanced IT Service  
• a business Impact assessment for each vital Business function underpinned by 
the IT Infrastructure  
• the Availability, reliability and maintainability requirements for the IT 
Infrastructure components that underpin the IT Service(s)  
• information on IT Service and component failure(s), usually in the form of 
Incident and Problem records  
• a wide range of configuration and monitoring data pertaining to each IT Service 
and component  
• service level achievements against agreed targets for each IT Service that has an 
agreed SLA.  
Output work products :  
• Availability and recovery design criteria for each new or enhanced IT Service  
• details of the Availability techniques that will be deployed to provide additional 
Infrastructure resilience to prevent or minimise the impact of component failure 
to the IT Service  
• agreed targets of Availability, reliability and maintainability for the IT 
Infrastructure components that underpin the IT Service(s)  
• Availability reporting of Availability, reliability and maintainability to reflect the 
business, User and IT support organisation perspectives  
• the monitoring requirements for IT components to ensure that deviations in 
Availability, reliability and maintainability are detected and reported  
• Availability Plan for the proactive improvement of the IT Infrastructure. 
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1 Summary (Spice 15504 format) 
1.1 Definition  
 
The process concerning the design, implementation, measurement and management of IT 
Infrastructure Availability to ensure the stated business requirements for Availability are consistently 
met. 
 
1.2 Goal  
 
to optimise the capability of the IT Infrastructure, services and supporting organisation to deliver a 
cost effective and sustained level of Availability that enables the business to satisfy its business 
objectives. 
 
1.3 Outcomes  
 
• a single point of accountability for Availability (process owner) is established within the IT 
organisation  
• IT Services are designed to meet the IT Availability requirements determined from the 
business  
• the levels of IT Availability provided are cost justified  
• the levels of Availability required are agreed, measured and monitored to fully support Service 
Level Management  
• shortfalls in the provision of the required levels of Availability are recognised and appropriate 
corrective actions identified and implemented  
• a business and User perspective of IT Service Availability is taken to ensure optimal usage 
and performance of the IT Infrastructure is achieved to deliver maximum benefit  
• the frequency and duration of IT Service failures is reduced over time  
• IT support organisation mindset moves from error correction to service enhancement; from 
reactive to proactive attitude  
• the IT support organisation is seen to 'add value' to the business.  
 
1.4 Transformation activities   
 
1. Planning : 
• Determining the Availability requirements : from the business for a new or enhanced IT 
Service. In conjunction with ITSCM determining the vital business functions and impact 
arising from IT component failure. 
• Design for Availability : Defining the specification of Availability requirements for hardware 
and software. Defining requirement for measurement points. Specifying the targets for 
Availability, reliability and maintainability for the IT Infrastructure components that underpin 
the IT Service to enable these to be documented and agreed within SLAs, OLAs and contracts 
• Design for Recovery : Defining diagnostic data capture procedures, and defining backup and 
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2. Measurement and reporting : 
Establishing measures and reporting of Availability, Reliability and Maintainability that reflects 
the business, User and IT support organisation perspectives  
 
3. Reviewing : 
Reviewing IT Service and component Availability and identifying unacceptable levels. And 
investigating the underlying reasons for unacceptable Availability. 
 
4. Producing availability Plan : 
Producing and maintaining an Availability Plan which prioritises and plans IT 
Availability improvements.  
 
1.5 Input work products  
 
• the Availability requirements of the business for a new or enhanced IT Service  
• a business Impact assessment for each vital Business function underpinned by the IT 
Infrastructure  
• the Availability, reliability and maintainability requirements for the IT Infrastructure 
components that underpin the IT Service(s)  
• information on IT Service and component failure(s), usually in the form of Incident and 
Problem records  
• a wide range of configuration and monitoring data pertaining to each IT Service and 
component  
• service level achievements against agreed targets for each IT Service that has an agreed SLA.  
 
1.6 Output work products  
 
• Availability and recovery design criteria for each new or enhanced IT Service  
• details of the Availability techniques that will be deployed to provide additional Infrastructure 
resilience to prevent or minimise the impact of component failure to the IT Service  
• agreed targets of Availability, reliability and maintainability for the IT Infrastructure 
components that underpin the IT Service(s)  
• Availability reporting of Availability, reliability and maintainability to reflect the business, 
User and IT support organisation perspectives  
• the monitoring requirements for IT components to ensure that deviations in Availability, 
reliability and maintainability are detected and reported  
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2 Relationship with other processes (Cobit schema) 
 
 















  1: Primary Process relationships (in) 
  2: Primary Process relationships (out) 
  3: Output Documents 




3.1 Availability Management Process 
 
 
  Business Availability              Availability and recovery 
  requirements               design criteria 
 
  Business impact       IT infrastructure resilience and 
  assessment        Risk assessment 
 
  Availability, reliability and      Agreed targets for Availability, 
  maintainability requirements            reliability and maintainability 
 
  Incident and Problem             Reports of Availability, reliability 
  data               and maintainability achieved 
 
  Configuration and        
  monitoring data          Availability monitoring 
 
  Service level achievements      Availability improvement plans 
 
 
AVAILABILITY MGT ITSCM, Conf Mgt, Pro Mgt, SLM 
Cap Mgt  
ITSCM, SLM,  
Pro Mgt, Inc Mgt Agree Availability Requirements 
Availability design criteria  
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4 Activity 
4.1 Activity AVA1 : Planning 
4.1.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
   Activity AVA1
AVA1: PLANNING
<<comment>>
ARM = Availability, Reliability and     








IT Service Design Process:
INC1, INC4:
Service Desk Activities:














4.1.2 Activity AVA1 in details 
AVA1: PLANNING
<<description>>
           Planning activities
<<comment>>
Iterative activity to balance 
requirements against costs
<<description>>
DOC1: Agree Availability Requirements.
In Quantifiable terms and conditions:
  * definition of vital Business functions
  * definition of IT service downtime
  * business impact caused by loss of service
  * quantitative Availability requirements
  * required service hours
  * specific security requirements
<<description>>
DOC2: Availability design criteria:
  * Specification of Availability requirements for hardware and software
  * Requirement for Availability measurement points
  * Recommendations for IT infrastructure design
  * Specification of the reliability, maintainability and serviceability   
    requirements
<<description>>
DOC3: Recovery design criteria:
  * Diagnostic data capture procedures
  * Determine backup and recovery requirements
  * Develop a backup and recovery strategy + schedule
  * Determine recovery metrics
Determining Availability Requirements
Design for Availability Design for Recovery
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4.2 Activity AVA2 : Measurement and Reporting 
4.2.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
   Activity AVA2 
AVA2: MEASUREMENT AND REPORTING
<<comment>>
It should reflect IT Availability from business and user perspective. 













4.2.2 Activity AVA2 in details 
No figure 
 
4.3 Activity AVA3 : Reviewing 
4.3.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
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4.3.2 Activity AVA3 in details 
No figure 
 
4.4 Activity AVA4 : Producing Availability Plan 
4.4.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
   Activity AVA4
AVA4: PRODUCING AVAILABILITY PLAN
<<comment>>
It should be a long-term plan for the proactive 
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5 List of documents 
 
DOC1 
Agree Availability Requirements. 
In Quantifiable terms and conditions: 
  * definition of vital Business functions 
  * definition of IT service downtime 
  * business impact caused by loss of service 
  * quantitative Availability requirements 
  * required service hours 
  * specific security requirements 
DOC2 
Availability design criteria: 
  * Specification of Availability requirements for hardware and software 
  * Requirement for Availability measurement points 
  * Recommendations for IT infrastructure design 
  * Specification of the reliability, maintainability and serviceability requirements 
DOC3 
Recovery design criteria: 
  * Diagnostic data capture procedures 
  * Determine backup and recovery requirements 
  * Develop a backup and recovery strategy + schedule 
  * Determine recovery metrics 
DOC4 Availability Reports 
DOC5 Availability Plan 
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1 Summary (Spice 15504 format) 
1.1 Definition  
 
The process concerning the design, implementation, measurement and management of IT 
Infrastructure Availability to ensure the stated business requirements for Availability are consistently 
met. 
Availability is the ability of an IT service to perform its required function at a stated instant or over a 
stated period of time. It is usually expressed as the availability ratio, i.e. the proportion of time that the 
service is actually available for use by the customers within the agreed service hours. 
 
1.2 Goal  
 
to optimise the capability of the IT Infrastructure, services and supporting organisation to deliver a 
cost effective and sustained level of Availability that enables the business to satisfy its business 
objectives. 
 
1.3 Outcomes  
 
• a single point of accountability for Availability (process owner) is established within the IT 
organisation  
• IT Services are designed to meet the IT Availability requirements determined from the 
business  
• the levels of IT Availability provided are cost justified  
• the levels of Availability required are agreed, measured and monitored to fully support Service 
Level Management  
• shortfalls in the provision of the required levels of Availability are recognised and appropriate 
corrective actions identified and implemented  
• a business and User perspective of IT Service Availability is taken to ensure optimal usage 
and performance of the IT Infrastructure is achieved to deliver maximum benefit  
• the frequency and duration of IT Service failures is reduced over time  
• IT support organisation mindset moves from error correction to service enhancement; from 
reactive to proactive attitude  
• the IT support organisation is seen to 'add value' to the business.  
 
1.4 Transformation activities  (examples amongst other) 
 
1. Planning : 
• Determining the Availability requirements :  
− From the business for a new or enhanced IT Service.  
− In conjunction with ITSCM determining the vital business functions and impact arising 
from IT component failure. 
• Design for Availability :  
− Defining the specification of Availability requirements for hardware and software. 
− Defining requirement for measurement points. 
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− Specifying the targets for Availability, reliability and maintainability for the IT 
Infrastructure components that underpin the IT Service to enable these to be 
documented and agreed within SLAs, OLAs and contracts 
• Design for Recovery :  
− Defining diagnostic data capture procedures. 
− Defining backup and recovery requirements, strategy and schedule. 
 
2. Measurement and reporting : 
Establishing measures and reporting of Availability, Reliability and Maintainability that reflects 
the business, User and IT support organisation perspectives  
 
3. Reviewing : 
Reviewing IT Service and component Availability and identifying unacceptable levels. And 
investigating the underlying reasons for unacceptable Availability. 
 
4. Producing availability Plan : 
Producing and maintaining an Availability Plan which prioritises and plans IT 
Availability improvements.  
 
1.5 Input work products  
 
• the Availability requirements of the business for a new or enhanced IT Service  
• a business Impact assessment for each vital Business function underpinned by the IT 
Infrastructure  
• the Availability, reliability, maintainability and serviceability requirements for the IT 
Infrastructure components that underpin the IT Service(s)  
• information on IT Service and component failure(s), usually in the form of Incident and 
Problem records  
• a wide range of configuration and monitoring data pertaining to each IT Service and 
component  
• service level achievements against agreed targets for each IT Service that has an agreed SLA.  
 
1.6 Output work products  
 
• Availability and recovery design criteria for each new or enhanced IT Service  
• details of the Availability techniques that will be deployed to provide additional Infrastructure 
resilience to prevent or minimise the impact of component failure to the IT Service  
• agreed targets of Availability, reliability and maintainability for the IT Infrastructure 
components that underpin the IT Service(s)  
• Availability reporting of Availability, reliability and maintainability to reflect the business, 
User and IT support organisation perspectives  
• the monitoring requirements for IT components to ensure that deviations in Availability, 
reliability and maintainability are detected and reported  
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2 Relationship with other processes (Cobit schema) 
 
 















  1: Primary Process relationships (in) 
  2: Primary Process relationships (out) 
  3: Output Documents 




3.1 Availability Management Process 
 
 
  Business Availability              Availability and recovery 
  requirements               design criteria 
 
  Business impact       IT infrastructure resilience and 
  assessment        Risk assessment 
 
  Availability, reliability and      Agreed targets for Availability, 
  maintainability requirements            reliability and maintainability 
 
  Incident and Problem             Reports of Availability, reliability 
  data               and maintainability achieved 
 
  Configuration and        
  monitoring data          Availability monitoring 
 
  Service level achievements      Availability improvement plans 
 
 
AVAILABILITY MGT ITSCM, Conf Mgt, Pro Mgt, SLM 
Cap Mgt  
ITSCM, SLM, ITFM 
Pro Mgt, Inc Mgt, 
Chan Mgt, Conf Mgt 
Agree Availability Requirements 
Availability design criteria  
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4 Activity 
4.1 Activity AVA1 : Planning 
4.1.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
   Activity AVA1
AVA1: PLANNING
<<comment>>
ARMS = Availability, Reliability,                   










IT Service Design Process:
INC1, INC4:
Service Desk Activities:

















4.1.2 Activity AVA1 in details 
AVA1: PLANNING
<<description>>
           Planning activities
<<comment>>
Iterative activity to balance 
requirements against costs
<<description>>
DOC1: Agree Availability Requirements.
In Quantifiable terms and conditions:
  * definition of vital Business functions
  * definition of IT service downtime
  * business impact caused by loss of service
  * quantitative Availability requirements
  * required service hours
  * specific security requirements
<<description>>
DOC2: Availability design criteria:
  * Specification of Availability requirements for hardware and software
  * Requirement for Availability measurement points
  * Recommendations for IT infrastructure design
  * Specification of the reliability, maintainability and serviceability   
    requirements
<<description>>
DOC3: Recovery design criteria:
  * Diagnostic data capture procedures
  * Determine backup and recovery requirements
  * Develop a backup and recovery strategy + schedule
  * Determine recovery metrics
Determining Availability Requirements
Design for Availability Design for Recovery
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4.2 Activity AVA2 : Measurement and Reporting 
4.2.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
   Activity AVA2 
AVA2: MEASUREMENT AND REPORTING
<<comment>>
It should reflect IT Availability from business and user perspective. 














4.2.2 Activity AVA2 in details 
No figure 
 
4.3 Activity AVA3 : Reviewing 
4.3.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
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4.3.2 Activity AVA3 in details 
No figure 
 
4.4 Activity AVA4 : Producing Availability Plan 
4.4.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
   Activity AVA4
AVA4: PRODUCING AVAILABILITY PLAN
<<comment>>
It should be a long-term plan for the proactive 








SLM3, ITFM1, CAP6, CAP9:
SLM3:
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5 List of documents 
 
DOC1 
Agree Availability Requirements. 
In Quantifiable terms and conditions: 
  * definition of vital Business functions 
  * definition of IT service downtime 
  * business impact caused by loss of service 
  * quantitative Availability requirements 
  * required service hours 
  * specific security requirements 
DOC2 
Availability design criteria: 
  * Specification of Availability requirements for hardware and software 
  * Requirement for Availability measurement points 
  * Recommendations for IT infrastructure design 
  * Specification of the reliability, maintainability and serviceability requirements 
DOC3 
Recovery design criteria: 
  * Diagnostic data capture procedures 
  * Determine backup and recovery requirements 
  * Develop a backup and recovery strategy + schedule 
  * Determine recovery metrics 
DOC4 Availability Reports 
DOC5 Availability Plan 
DOC6 
Description of the process goals : 
∗ To ensure IT Services are designed to deliver the required levels of 
Availability required by the business  
∗ To provide a range of IT Availability reporting to ensure that agreed levels of 
Availability, reliability and maintainability are measured and monitored on an 
ongoing basis  
∗ To optimise the Availability of the IT Infrastructure to deliver cost effective 
improvements that deliver tangible benefits to the business and User  
∗ To achieve over a period of time a reduction in the frequency and duration of 
Incidents that Impact on IT Availability  
∗ To ensure shortfalls in IT Availability are recognised and appropriate 
corrective actions are identified and progressed  
∗ To create and maintain a forward looking Availability Plan aimed at improving 
the overall Availability of IT Services and Infrastructure components to ensure 
that existing and future business Availability requirements can be met.  
 
Responsabilities of the availability manager : 
∗ To be accountable for the deployment of the Availability Management process 
and associated methods and techniques  
∗ To ensure the Availability Management process, its associated techniques and 
methods are regularly reviewed and audited, and that all of these are subjected 
to continuous improvement and remain fit for purpose  
∗ To determine the Availability requirements from the business for new or 
enhanced IT Services  
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∗ The creation of Availability and recovery design criteria to be applied to new 
or enhanced Infrastructure design  
∗ To ensure the levels of IT Availability required are cost justified  
∗ To define the targets of Availability required for the IT Infrastructure and its 
components that underpin a new or enhanced IT Service as the basis for an 
SLA agreement  
∗ The establishment of measures and reporting that reflect business, User and IT 
support organisation requirements  
∗ The monitoring of actual IT Availability achieved vs targets and to ensure 
shortfalls are addressed  
∗ The production and maintenance of an Availability Plan which prioritises and 
plans IT Availability improvements  
∗ To promote Availability Management awareness and understanding within the 
IT support organisation  
∗ to maintain an awareness of technology advancements and IT best practice. 
 
DOC7 
Reports (exemple) : 
∗ Planned downtime and performance against the stated Service Maintenance 
Objectives for each component. 
∗ IT component Availability with regard to Availability, Reliability and 
Maintainability (IT Support Organisation perspective) 
∗ IT service Availability as a combination of three factors, namely the frequency, 
the duration and the scope of impact (User perspective) 
∗ IT service Availability in terms of its contribution or impact on the vital 











Availability Management Process 
 
 
• The Availability Management process : 
 
 
Business Availability            Availability and recovery 
requirements            design criteria 
 
Business impact            IT infrastructure resilience and 
assessment             Risk assessment 
 
Availability, reliability and           Agreed targets for Availability, 
maintainability requirements          reliability and maintainability 
 
Incident and Problem           Reports of Availability, reliability 
data             and maintainability achieved 
 
Configuration and        
monitoring data             Availability monitoring 
 



























The “REVIEWING” activity should be carried out periodically. 


























• Relationships with other Processes: 
 
 















  1: Primary Process relationships (in) 
  2: Primary Process relationships (out) 
  3: Output Documents 




• Planning :  
<<description>>
   Activity AVA1
AVA1: PLANNING
<<comment>>
ARM = Availability, Reliability and     








IT Service Design Process:
INC1, INC4:
Service Desk Activities:















AVAILABILITY MGT ITSCM, Conf Mgt, Pro Mgt, SLM 
Cap Mgt  
ITSCM, SLM,  
Pro Mgt, Inc Mgt Agree Availability Requirements 
Availability design criteria  




• Planning details : 
AVA1: PLANNING
<<description>>
           Planning activities
<<comment>>
Iterative activity to balance 
requirements against costs
<<description>>
DOC1: Agree Availability Requirements.
In Quantifiable terms and conditions:
  * definition of vital Business functions
  * definition of IT service downtime
  * business impact caused by loss of service
  * quantitative Availability requirements
  * required service hours
  * specific security requirements
<<description>>
DOC2: Availability design criteria:
  * Specification of Availability requirements for hardware and software
  * Requirement for Availability measurement points
  * Recommendations for IT infrastructure design
  * Specification of the reliability, maintainability and serviceability   
    requirements
<<description>>
DOC3: Recovery design criteria:
  * Diagnostic data capture procedures
  * Determine backup and recovery requirements
  * Develop a backup and recovery strategy + schedule
  * Determine recovery metrics
Determining Availability Requirements




• Measurement and Reporting : 
<<description>>
   Activity AVA2 
AVA2: MEASUREMENT AND REPORTING
<<comment>>
It should reflect IT Availability from business and user perspective. 
















• Reviewing : 
<<description>>





















• Producing Availability Plan : 
<<description>>
   Activity AVA4
AVA4: PRODUCING AVAILABILITY PLAN
<<comment>>
It should be a long-term plan for the proactive 



















• Documents List : 
 
DOC1 
Agree Availability Requirements. 
In Quantifiable terms and conditions: 
  * definition of vital Business functions 
  * definition of IT service downtime 
  * business impact caused by loss of service 
  * quantitative Availability requirements 
  * required service hours 
  * specific security requirements 
DOC2 
Availability design criteria: 
  * Specification of Availability requirements for hardware and software 
  * Requirement for Availability measurement points 
  * Recommendations for IT infrastructure design 
  * Specification of the reliability, maintainability and serviceability requirements 
DOC3 
Recovery design criteria: 
  * Diagnostic data capture procedures 
  * Determine backup and recovery requirements 
  * Develop a backup and recovery strategy + schedule 
  * Determine recovery metrics 
DOC4 Availability Reports 




Definition :  
 
Capacity Management is essentially a balancing act; balancing: 
• cost against Capacity - i.e. the need to ensure that processing Capacity that is purchased 
is not only cost justifiable in terms of business need, but also the need to make the most 
efficient use of those resources.  
• supply against demand - i.e. making sure that the available supply of processing power 
matches the demands made on it by the business, both now and in the future; it may 
also be necessary to manage or influence the demand for a particular resource.  
 
Goal :  
 
Capacity Management needs to understand the business requirements (the required Service 
Delivery), the organisation's operation (the current Service Delivery) and the IT Infrastructure 
(the means of Service Delivery), and ensure that all the current and future Capacity and 
performance aspects of the business requirements are provided cost-effectively. 
 
Outcomes :  
 
• the improvements in Service quality and the reduction in service disruption that can lead 
to significant financial savings. 
• IT Services are designed to meet Service Level Requirements (SLR).  
• improved relationships with satisfied Customers.  
• both parties to the agreement have a clearer view of roles and responsibilities - thus 
avoiding potential misunderstandings or omissions.  
• there are specific targets to aim for and against which service quality can be 
measured, monitored and reported. 
• IT effort is focused on those areas that the business thinks are key.  
• IT and Customers have a clear and consistent expectation of the level of service 
required (i.e. everyone understands and agrees what constitutes a 'Priority One' 
Incident, and everyone has a consistent understanding of what response and fix times 
are associated with something called 'Priority One').  
• service monitoring allows weak areas to be identified, so that remedial action can be 
taken, thus improving future service quality.  
• service monitoring also shows where Customer or User actions are causing the fault 
and so identify where working efficiency and/or training can be improved.  
• SLM underpins supplier management (and vice versa) - in cases where services are 
outsourced the SLAs are a key part of managing the relationship with the third-party 
- in other cases service monitoring allows the performance of suppliers (internal and 
external) to be evaluated and managed  
• SLA can be used as a basis for Charging and helps demonstrate what value 
Customers are receiving for their money. 
 
Transformation activities :        
 
1. Monitoring : 
The utilisation of each resource and service is monitored on an on-going basis to ensure 
the optimum use of the hardware and software resources, that all agreed service levels 
can be achieved, and that business volumes are as expected. 
 
2. Analysis : 
The data collected from the monitoring should be analysed to identify trends from which 
the normal utilisation and service level, or baseline, can be established. 
 
3. Tuning : 
The analysis of the monitored data may identify areas of the configuration that could be 
tuned to better utilise the system resource or improve the performance of the particular 
service. 
 
4. Implementation : 
The objective of this activity is to introduce to the live operation service, any Changes 
that have been identified by the monitoring, analysis and tuning activities. 
 
5. Storage of Capacity Management data : 
Data in the CDB is stored and used by all the sub-processes of Capacity Management 
because it is a repository that holds a number of different types of data viz. business, 
service, technical, financial and utilisation data. 
 
6. Demand management : 
The objective is to influence the demand for computing resource and the use of that 
resource. 
 
7. Modelling : 
 To predict the behaviour of IT Services under a given volume and variety of work. 
Modelling is an activity that can be used to beneficial effect in any of the sub-processes 
of Capacity Management. 
 
8. Application sizing : 
To estimate the resource requirements to support a proposed application Change or new 
application, to ensure that it meets its required service levels. To achieve this application 
sizing has to be an integral part of the applications lifecycle. 
 
9. Production of capacity plan: 
To produce a plan that documents the current levels of resource utilisation and service 
performance, and after consideration of the business strategy and plans, forecasts the 
future requirements for resource to support the IT Services that underpin the business 
activities. It should also include any recommendations quantified in terms of resource 
required, cost, benefits, impact etc. 
 
Input work products :  
 
• external suppliers of new technology  
• the organisation's business strategy and plans, and financial plans  
• the IT strategy and plans and current budgets  
• the Incident and Problem Management processes with Incidents and Problems 
relating to poor performance  
• the SLM process with details of the contents of the SLAs and SLRs, and possibly 
from the monitoring of SLAs, service reviews and breaches of the SLAs  
• the Change Management process with a Forward Schedule of Changes and a need to 
assess all Changes for their impact on the Capacity of the Infrastructure  
• the IT Operations team with schedules of all the work that needs to be run and 
information on the dependencies between different services, and the 
interdependencies within a service. 
 
Output work products :  
 
• Capacity plan. 
• Capacity Database (CDB). 
• Thresholds and baselines of normal operating levels. 
• Capacity reports. 
• SLA and SLR recommendations. 
• Costing and charging recommendations. 
• Proactive changes and service improvements. 
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1 Summary (Spice 15504 format) 
1.1 Definition  
 
Capacity Management is essentially a balancing act; balancing: 
• cost against Capacity - i.e. the need to ensure that processing Capacity that is purchased is 
not only cost justifiable in terms of business need, but also the need to make the most 
efficient use of those resources.  
• supply against demand - i.e. making sure that the available supply of processing power 
matches the demands made on it by the business, both now and in the future; it may also be 
necessary to manage or influence the demand for a particular resource.  
 
1.2 Goal  
 
Capacity Management needs to understand the business requirements (the required Service Delivery), 
the organisation's operation (the current Service Delivery) and the IT Infrastructure (the means of 
Service Delivery), and ensure that all the current and future Capacity and performance aspects of the 
business requirements are provided cost-effectively. 
 
1.3 Outcomes  
 
• the improvements in Service quality and the reduction in service disruption that can lead to 
significant financial savings. 
• IT Services are designed to meet Service Level Requirements (SLR).  
• improved relationships with satisfied Customers.  
• both parties to the agreement have a clearer view of roles and responsibilities - thus 
avoiding potential misunderstandings or omissions.  
• there are specific targets to aim for and against which service quality can be measured, 
monitored and reported. 
• IT effort is focused on those areas that the business thinks are key.  
• IT and Customers have a clear and consistent expectation of the level of service required 
(i.e. everyone understands and agrees what constitutes a 'Priority One' Incident, and 
everyone has a consistent understanding of what response and fix times are associated 
with something called 'Priority One').  
• service monitoring allows weak areas to be identified, so that remedial action can be 
taken, thus improving future service quality.  
• service monitoring also shows where Customer or User actions are causing the fault and 
so identify where working efficiency and/or training can be improved.  
• SLM underpins supplier management (and vice versa) - in cases where services are 
outsourced the SLAs are a key part of managing the relationship with the third-party - in 
other cases service monitoring allows the performance of suppliers (internal and external) 
to be evaluated and managed  
• SLA can be used as a basis for Charging and helps demonstrate what value Customers are 
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1.4 Transformation activities   
 
1. Monitoring : 
 The utilisation of each resource and service is monitored on an on-going basis to ensure the 
optimum use of the hardware and software resources, that all agreed service levels can be 
achieved, and that business volumes are as expected. 
 
2. Analysis : 
 The data collected from the monitoring should be analysed to identify trends from which the 
normal utilisation and service level, or baseline, can be established. 
 
3. Tuning : 
 The analysis of the monitored data may identify areas of the configuration that could be tuned to 
better utilise the system resource or improve the performance of the particular service. 
 
4. Implementation : 
 The objective of this activity is to introduce to the live operation service, any Changes that have 
been identified by the monitoring, analysis and tuning activities. 
 
5. Storage of Capacity Management data : 
 Data in the CDB is stored and used by all the sub-processes of Capacity Management because it 
is a repository that holds a number of different types of data viz. business, service, technical, 
financial and utilisation data. 
 
6. Demand management : 
 The objective is to influence the demand for computing resource and the use of that resource. 
 
7. Modelling : 
  To predict the behaviour of IT Services under a given volume and variety of work. Modelling is 
an activity that can be used to beneficial effect in any of the sub-processes of Capacity 
Management. 
 
8. Application sizing : 
 To estimate the resource requirements to support a proposed application Change or new 
application, to ensure that it meets its required service levels. To achieve this application sizing 
has to be an integral part of the applications lifecycle. 
 
9. Production of capacity plan: 
 To produce a plan that documents the current levels of resource utilisation and service 
performance, and after consideration of the business strategy and plans, forecasts the future 
requirements for resource to support the IT Services that underpin the business activities. It 
should also include any recommendations quantified in terms of resource required, cost, 
benefits, impact etc. 
 
1.5 Input work products  
 
• external suppliers of new technology  
• the organisation's business strategy and plans, and financial plans  
• the IT strategy and plans and current budgets  
• the Incident and Problem Management processes with Incidents and Problems relating to 
poor performance  
• the SLM process with details of the contents of the SLAs and SLRs, and possibly from the 
monitoring of SLAs, service reviews and breaches of the SLAs  
• the Change Management process with a Forward Schedule of Changes and a need to 
assess all Changes for their impact on the Capacity of the Infrastructure  
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• the IT Operations team with schedules of all the work that needs to be run and information 
on the dependencies between different services, and the interdependencies within a 
service. 
 
1.6 Output work products  
 
• Capacity plan. 
• Capacity Database (CDB). 
• Thresholds and baselines of normal operating levels. 
• Capacity reports. 
• SLA and SLR recommendations. 
• Costing and charging recommendations. 
• Proactive changes and service improvements. 
 
 
2 Relationship with other processes (Cobit schema) 
 
 














  1: Primary Process relationships (in) 
  2: Primary Process relationships (out) 
  3: Output Documents 










CAPACITY MGT Chan Mgt, SLM,  Conf Mgt 
Chan Mgt, Conf Mgt, 
Rel Mgt 
Inc Mgt, Pro Mgt, 
Capacity Plan 
Capacity Reports 
Capacity Trends + Forecast 
Request for Change 
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3 Overview 
3.1 Capacity Management Process 
 













































The major difference between the sub-processes is in the data that is being monitored and 
collected, and the perspective from which it is analysed.
• Technologiy 
• SLAs, SLRs and Service 
Catalogue 
• Business plans and 
strategy 
• IS/IT plans and strategy 
• Business requirements 
and volumes 
• Operational schedules 
• Deployment and 
development plans and 
programmes 
• Forward Schedule of 
Change 
• Incidents and Problems 
• Service reviews 
• SLQ breaches 




• Capacity Plan 
• CDB 
• Baselines and profiles 
• Thresholds and alarms 
• Capacity reports (regular, 
ad hoc and exception) 
• SLA and SLR 
recommendations 
• Costing and charging 
recommendations 
• Proactive changes and 
service improvements 
• Revised operational 
schedule 
• Effectiveness reviews 
• Audit reports 
 
Business Capacity Management : 
• Trend, forcast, model, 
prototype, size and document 
future business requirements 
 
Service Capacity Management : 
• Monitor, analyse, tune and 
report on service performance, 
establish baselines and profiles 
of use of services, manage 
demand for services 
 
Resource Capacity Management : 
• Monitor, analyse, run and 
report on the utilisation of 
components, establish baselines 
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Business Capacity  
Management (BCM) 
Resource Capacity  
Management (RCM) 
Service Capacity  
Management (SCM) 




























This activities need to be carried out : 
• On an on-going basis : Iterative activities, Demand Management and Storage of data in the CDB 
• Ad hoc : Modelling and Application Sizing 






























Covering all aspects of 
BCM, SCM and RCM 
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4 Activity 
4.1 Activity CAP1 : Monitoring Ressources and Services 
4.1.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
       Activity CAP1
CAP1 : MONITORING  RESOURCES AND SERVICES
<<comment>>
The nature of input data depend 
on the sub-process.
<<comment>>



















4.2 Activity CAP2 : Analysis 
4.2.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
   Activity CAP2
CAP2: ANALYSIS
<<comment>>
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4.3 Activity CAP3 : Tuning Configuration 
4.3.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>












4.4 Activity CAP4 : Implementation 
4.4.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
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4.5 Activity CAP5 : Storage of Capacity Mgt data 
4.5.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
   Activity CAP5
CAP5: STORAGE OF CM DATA (in CDB)
<<comment>>
The full range of types of data in CDB:





CDB updated with new data:











4.6 Activity CAP6 : Demand Management 
4.6.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
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4.7 Activity CAP7 : Modelling 
4.7.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
   Activity CAP7
CAP7: MODELLING
<<comment>>
The different types of modelling: trend analysis, analytical 
and simulation modelling, and baseline models















4.8 Activity CAP8 : Application Sizing 
4.8.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>




The details must include the required service level.
This activity should be occur when it's demanded.
New Application details:
CHAN1:
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4.9 Activity CAP9 : Production of Capacity Plan 
4.9.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
   Activity CAP9
CAP9: PRODUCTION OF CAPACITY PLAN
<<comment>>













5 List of documents 
 
DOC1 Resource and service utilisation reports 
DOC2 Exception Reports 
DOC3 Resource Thresholds 
DOC4 Trend Reports 
DOC5 Capacity Forecasts 
DOC6 Tuning Recommandations 
DOC7 Details of Changes in live operation service 
DOC8 Prediction reports 
DOC9 Resource requirements reports 
DOC10 Capacity Plan 
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1 Summary (Spice 15504 format) 
1.1 Definition  
 
Capacity Management is essentially a balancing act; balancing: 
• cost against Capacity - i.e. the need to ensure that processing Capacity that is purchased is 
not only cost justifiable in terms of business need, but also the need to make the most 
efficient use of those resources.  
• supply against demand - i.e. making sure that the available supply of processing power 
matches the demands made on it by the business, both now and in the future; it may also be 
necessary to manage or influence the demand for a particular resource.  
 
The Capacity Management process should be the focal point for all IT performance and Capacity 
issues. Other technical domains, such as Network Support, may carry out the bulk of the relevant day-
to-day duties but overall responsibility lies with the Capacity Management process. The process 
should encompass, for both the operational and the development environment. 
 
1.2 Goal  
 
Capacity Management needs to understand the business requirements (the required Service Delivery), 
the organisation's operation (the current Service Delivery) and the IT Infrastructure (the means of 
Service Delivery), and ensure that all the current and future Capacity and performance aspects of the 
business requirements are provided cost-effectively. 
 
1.3 Outcomes  
 
• Increased efficiency and cost savings : 
− Deferred expenditure - if it is possible to defer the cost of new equipment to a later 
date, then the money that is currently in the budget can be spent in other ways. It may 
be possible to defer the expenditure permanently, so that the money need never be 
spent. Also, with the pace of technological change, the later a purchase is left, the 
more Capacity is obtained for the money.  
− Economic provision of services - Capacity is matched to business need. Unnecessary 
spare Capacity is not being maintained and therefore cost savings result. Use of 
existing Capacity is optimised as far as possible, again resulting in cost savings 
through not paying for unwanted Capacity during quiet usage periods.  
− Planned buying - is always cheaper than panic buying. 
 
• Reduced risk : 
− For existing applications the risk is minimised through managing the resources and 
service performance  
− The risk to new applications is reduced through application sizing - as new 
applications can have an adverse effect upon existing applications, the risk to those 
applications is also minimised  
− The Capacity Management process should be included on the Change Advisory Board 
(CAB) to assess the impact of Changes upon existing Capacity, thus reducing the risk 
of Capacity Problems caused by Changes  
− The number of urgent Changes to increase Capacity are reduced, and hopefully 
eliminated, through effective Capacity planning. 
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• More confident forecasts : 
Capacity planning improves over time. By establishing normal operating baselines and 
monitoring usage over time, Capacity requirements for existing services become more 
accurate. Through application sizing and modelling for new services more accurate 
forecasting and greater confidence results. 
 
• Value to applications lifecycle : 
Throughout its lifecycle, application development is influenced by Capacity Management. 
Additional Capacity requirements can be identified during the early development stages 
and built into the Capacity Plan. This is in contrast to the more usual approach of thinking 
about Capacity just before go-live. There are, therefore, benefits in terms of reduced risk 
and more economic provision of new services. 
 
1.4 Transformation activities   
 
1. Monitoring : 
 The utilisation of each resource and service is monitored on an on-going basis to ensure the 
optimum use of the hardware and software resources, that all agreed service levels can be 
achieved, and that business volumes are as expected. 
 
2. Analysis : 
 The data collected from the monitoring should be analysed to identify trends from which the 
normal utilisation and service level, or baseline, can be established. 
 
3. Tuning : 
 The analysis of the monitored data may identify areas of the configuration that could be tuned to 
better utilise the system resource or improve the performance of the particular service. 
 
4. Implementation : 
 The objective of this activity is to introduce to the live operation service, any Changes that have 
been identified by the monitoring, analysis and tuning activities. 
 
5. Storage of Capacity Management data : 
 Data in the CDB is stored and used by all the sub-processes of Capacity Management because it 
is a repository that holds a number of different types of data viz. business, service, technical, 
financial and utilisation data. 
 
6. Demand management : 
 The objective is to influence the demand for computing resource and the use of that resource. 
 
7. Modelling : 
  To predict the behaviour of IT Services under a given volume and variety of work. Modelling is 
an activity that can be used to beneficial effect in any of the sub-processes of Capacity 
Management. 
 
8. Application sizing : 
 To estimate the resource requirements to support a proposed application Change or new 
application, to ensure that it meets its required service levels. To achieve this application sizing 
has to be an integral part of the applications lifecycle. 
 
9. Production of capacity plan: 
 To produce a plan that documents the current levels of resource utilisation and service 
performance, and after consideration of the business strategy and plans, forecasts the future 
requirements for resource to support the IT Services that underpin the business activities. It 
should also include any recommendations quantified in terms of resource required, cost, 
benefits, impact etc. 
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1.5 Input work products  
 
• external suppliers of new technology  
• the organisation's business strategy and plans, and financial plans  
• the IT strategy and plans and current budgets  
• the Incident and Problem Management processes with Incidents and Problems relating to 
poor performance  
• the SLM process with details of the contents of the SLAs and SLRs, and possibly from the 
monitoring of SLAs, service reviews and breaches of the SLAs  
• the Change Management process with a Forward Schedule of Changes and a need to 
assess all Changes for their impact on the Capacity of the Infrastructure  
• the IT Operations team with schedules of all the work that needs to be run and information 
on the dependencies between different services, and the interdependencies within a 
service. 
 
1.6 Output work products  
 
• Capacity plan. 
• Capacity Database (CDB). 
• Thresholds and baselines of normal operating levels. 
• Capacity reports. 
• SLA and SLR recommendations. 
• Costing and charging recommendations. 
• Proactive changes and service improvements. 
• Revised operational schedule 
• Effectiveness reviews 
• Audit reports 
 
 
2 Relationship with other processes (Cobit schema) 
 













  1: Primary Process relationships (in) 
  2: Primary Process relationships (out) 
  3: Output Documents 
  4: Process being influenced 
CAPACITY MGT 
Chan Mgt, SLM,  
Conf Mgt, Inc Mgt, 
Pro Mgt, Rel Mgt 
Chan Mgt, Conf Mgt, 
Rel Mgt, SLM 
Inc Mgt, Pro Mgt, 
Capacity Plan 
Capacity Reports 
Capacity Trends + Forecast 
Request for Change 
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3 Overview 
3.1 Capacity Management Process 
 













































The major difference between the sub-processes is in the data that is being monitored and 
collected, and the perspective from which it is analysed.
• Technology 
• SLAs, SLRs and Service 
Catalogue 
• Business plans and 
strategy 
• IS/IT plans and strategy 
• Business requirements 
and volumes 
• Operational schedules 
• Deployment and 
development plans and 
programmes 
• Forward Schedule of 
Change 
• Incidents and Problems 
• Service reviews 
• SLQ breaches 




• Capacity Plan 
• CDB 
• Baselines and profiles 
• Thresholds and alarms 
• Capacity reports (regular, 
ad hoc and exception) 
• SLA and SLR 
recommendations 
• Costing and charging 
recommendations 
• Proactive changes and 
service improvements 
• Revised operational 
schedule 
• Effectiveness reviews 
• Audit reports 
 
Business Capacity Management : 
• Trend, forcast, model, 
prototype, size and document 
future business requirements 
 
Service Capacity Management : 
• Monitor, analyse, tune and 
report on service performance, 
establish baselines and profiles 
of use of services, manage 
demand for services 
 
Resource Capacity Management : 
• Monitor, analyse, run and 
report on the utilisation of 
components, establish baselines 
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Business Capacity  
Management (BCM) 
Resource Capacity  
Management (RCM) 
Service Capacity  
Management (SCM) 




























This activities need to be carried out : 
• On an on-going basis : Iterative activities, Demand Management and Storage of data in the CDB 
• Ad hoc : Modelling and Application Sizing 






























Covering all aspects of 
BCM, SCM and RCM 
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4 Activity 
4.1 Activity CAP1 : Monitoring Ressources and Services 
4.1.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
       Activity CAP1
CAP1 : MONITORING  RESOURCES AND SERVICES
<<comment>>
The nature of input data depend 
on the sub-process.
<<comment>>

























4.2 Activity CAP2 : Analysis 
4.2.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
   Activity CAP2
CAP2: ANALYSIS
<<comment>>
To budgeting for hardware 
and software upgrades
<<comment>>
Analysis results can influence 
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4.3 Activity CAP3 : Tuning Configuration 
4.3.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
   Activity CAP3
CAP3: TUNING CONFIGURATION
<<comment>>
SLA describe what is made when 
workload threshold is broken
<<comment>>

















4.4 Activity CAP4 : Implementation 
4.4.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
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4.5 Activity CAP5 : Storage of Capacity Mgt data 
4.5.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
   Activity CAP5
CAP5: STORAGE OF CM DATA (in CDB)
<<comment>>
The full range of types of data in CDB:
Business, Service, Technical, Financial 
and Utilisation data
<<comment>>
CMDB contains infos from CDB.
Generally, there are several CDBs in 




CDB updated with new data:











4.6 Activity CAP6 : Demand Management 
4.6.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
    Activity CAP6
CAP6: DEMAND MANAGEMENT
<<comment>>
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4.7 Activity CAP7 : Modelling 
4.7.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
   Activity CAP7
CAP7: MODELLING
<<comment>>
The different types of modelling : trend analysis, analytical 
and simulation modelling, or baseline models




DOC9: Behaviour predicted reports:
CAP4, CAP5:
Input Process activities:










4.8 Activity CAP8 : Application Sizing 
4.8.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>




The details must include the required service level.
This activity should occur for major changes or new project.
It's completed when application is rolled-out.
<<comment>>
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4.9 Activity CAP9 : Production of Capacity Plan 
4.9.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
   Activity CAP9
CAP9: PRODUCTION OF CAPACITY PLAN
<<comment>>














5 List of documents 
 
DOC1 Resource and service utilisation reports 
DOC2 Exception Reports 
DOC3 Resource Thresholds 
DOC4 Trend Reports 
DOC5 Capacity Forecasts 
DOC6 Tuning Recommandations 
DOC7 Details of Changes in live operation service 
DOC8 Baseline Model 
DOC9 Behaviour predicted reports 
DOC10 Resource requirements reports 
DOC11 Capacity Plan 
DOC12 
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) : 
∗ resource forecasts 
− timely production of forecasts of resource requirements  
− accurate forecasts of trends in resource utilisation  
− incorporation of business plans into Capacity Plan 
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∗ technology  
− ability to monitor performance and throughput of all services and components, as 
appropriate  
− implementation of new technology in line with business requirements (time, cost and 
functionality)  
− the use of old technology does not result in breached SLAs due to problems with 
support or performance 
∗ cost-effectiveness  
− a reduction in panic buying  
− no significant over-Capacity that can't be justified in business terms  
− accurate forecasts of planned expenditure 
∗ plan and implement the appropriate IT Capacity to match business need  
− reduction in lost reduction in the Incidents due to poor performance  
− reduction in lost business due to inadequate Capacity  
− new services are implemented which match SLRs  
− recommendations made by Capacity Management are acted upon. 
DOC13 
Role : 
∗ To ensure that there is adequate IT Capacity to meet required levels of service and for 
ensuring that senior IT management is correctly advised on how to match Capacity 
and demand, and to ensure that use of existing Capacity is optimised. 
∗ To advise the SLM process about appropriate service levels or service level options. 
 
and responsabilities : 
∗ Ensures that appropriate levels of monitoring of resources and system performance 
are set, and that the information recorded in a CBD is kept up-to-date and used by all 
parts of the Capacity Management process 
∗ Produces Capacity Plans in line with the organisation's business planning cycle, 
identifying Capacity requirements early enough to take account of procurement lead 
times 
∗ Documents the need for any increase or reduction in hardware based on SLRs and 
cost constraints 
∗ Produces regular management reports which include current usage of resources, 
trends and forecasts 
∗ Sizes all proposed new systems to determine the computer and network resources 
required, to determine hardware utilisation, performance service levels and cost 
implications 
∗ Assesses new technology and its relevance to the organisation in terms of 
performance and cost 
∗ Assesses new hardware and software products for use by Capacity Management that 
might improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the process 
∗ Carries out performance testing of new systems 
∗ Reports on performance against targets contained in SLAs 
∗ Maintains a knowledge of future demand for IT Services and predicts the effects of 
demand on performance service levels 
∗ Determines performance service levels that are maintainable and cost justified 
∗ Recommends tuning of systems and makes recommendations to IT management on 
the design and use of systems to help ensure optimum use of all hardware and 
operating system software resources 
∗ Recommends resolutions to performance-related Incidents and Problems 
∗ Recommends to IT management when to employ Demand Management, to dampen 
Customer demands on systems 
∗ Carries out ad-hoc performance and Capacity studies on request from IT management 
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∗ Ensures requirements for reliability and Availability are taken into account in all 
Capacity planning and sizing activity  
∗ Is represented on the CAB, assessing and authorising Changes 





• Capacity Plan 
• CDB 
• Baselines and profiles 
• Thresholds and alarms 
• Capacity reports (regular, 
ad hoc and exception) 
• SLA and SLR 
recommendations 
• Costing and charging 
recommendations 
• Proactive changes and 
service improvements 
• Revised operational 
schedule 
• Effectiveness reviews 
• Audit reports 
 
Capacity Management Process 
 
 
• The Capacity Management Process : 
 












































The major difference between the sub-processes is in the data that is being monitored and collected, 


















• SLAs, SLRs and Service 
Catalogue 
• Business plans and 
strategy 
• IS/IT plans and strategy 
• Business requirements 
and volumes 
• Operational schedules 
• Deployment and 
development plans and 
programmes 
• Forward Schedule of 
Change 
• Incidents and Problems 
• Service reviews 
• SLQ breaches 
• Financial plans 
• Budgets 
 
Business Capacity Management : 
• Trend, forcast, model, 
prototype, size and document 
future business requirements 
 
Service Capacity Management : 
• Monitor, analyse, tune and 
report on service performance, 
establish baselines and profiles 
of use of services, manage 
demand for services 
 
Resource Capacity Management : 
• Monitor, analyse, run and 
report on the utilisation of 
components, establish baselines 
and profiles of use of 
components 
 2 
Business Capacity  
Management (BCM) 
Resource Capacity  
Management (RCM) 
Service Capacity  
Management (SCM) 






























This activities need to be carried out : 
• On an on-going basis : Iterative activities, Demand Management and Storage of data in the CDB 
• Ad hoc : Modelling and Application Sizing 

































Covering all aspects of 
BCM, SCM and RCM 
 3 
• Relationships with other Processes : 
 
 














  1: Primary Process relationships (in) 
  2: Primary Process relationships (out) 
  3: Output Documents 





• Monitoring resources and services : 
<<description>>
       Activity CAP1
CAP1 : MONITORING  RESOURCES AND SERVICES
<<comment>>
The nature of input data depend 
on the sub-process.
<<comment>>























CAPACITY MGT Chan Mgt, SLM,  Conf Mgt 
Chan Mgt, Conf Mgt, 
Rel Mgt 
Inc Mgt, Pro Mgt, 
Capacity Plan 
Capacity Reports 
Capacity Trends + Forecast 
Request for Change 
 4 
 
• Analysis : 
<<description>>
   Activity CAP2
CAP2: ANALYSIS
<<comment>>




















• Tuning :  
<<description>>



















• Implementation : 
<<description>>



















• Storage of Capacity Management Data : 
<<description>>
   Activity CAP5
CAP5: STORAGE OF CM DATA (in CDB)
<<comment>>
The full range of types of data in CDB:





CDB updated with new data:



















• Demand Management : 
<<description>>











• Modelling : 
<<description>>
   Activity CAP7
CAP7: MODELLING
<<comment>>
The different types of modelling: trend analysis, analytical 
and simulation modelling, and baseline models






















• Application Sizing : 
<<description>>




The details must include the required service level.
This activity should be occur when it's demanded.
New Application details:
CHAN1:











• Production of Capacity Plan : 
<<description>>
   Activity CAP9
CAP9: PRODUCTION OF CAPACITY PLAN
<<comment>>














• Documents List : 
 
DOC1 Resource and service utilisation reports 
DOC2 Exception Reports 
DOC3 Resource Thresholds 
DOC4 Trend Reports 
DOC5 Capacity Forecasts 
DOC6 Tuning Recommandations 
DOC7 Details of Changes in live operation service 
DOC8 Prediction reports 
DOC9 Resource requirements reports 
DOC10 Capacity Plan 
 
Financial Management for IT Services 
 
Definition :   
 
Process of identifying , calculating and managing the cost of delivering IT services. 
Within an IT organisation, the Financial Process is visible in three main processes: 
• Budgeting is the Process of predicting and controlling the spending of money within the 
organisation and consists of a periodic negotiation cycle to set budgets (usually annual) and 
the day-to-day monitoring of the current budgets 
• IT Accounting is the set of processes that enable the IT organisation to account fully for the 
way its money is spent 
• Charging is the set of processes required to bill Customers for the services supplied to them.  
 
Goal :  
 
to provide cost-effective stewardship of the IT assets and resources used in providing IT 
Services'. 
 
Outcomes :  
 
• increased visibility and communication of Changes to both business and service-support 
staff increased confidence in setting and managing budgets  
• accurate cost information to support IT investment decisions  
• accurate cost information for determining cost of ownership for ongoing services  
• a more efficient use of IT resource throughout the organisation  
• increased professionalism of staff within the IT organisation. 
 
Transformation activities :      
 
1. Budgeting :    
• Identifying all Budget Items (BIs) 
• Estimating the cost of budget items 
• Estimating the cost of workload with capacity dependent budget items 
 
2. IT Accounting : 
• Categorizing costs to ensure that they are correctly identified and managed 
• Defining Cost Elements 
• Classification of Cost Elements 
• Choose Cost Unit 
• Calculating  the costs of Cost Units 
• Apportioning Indirect Costs of IT service 
• Calculating proportion of Unabsorbed Costs 
• Calculating Total Costs  
 
3. Charging : 
 
• Deciding Chargeable Items  
• prepare a price list of Services 
• prepare regular bills for Customers  
 
Remarques :  
 
Ongoing operation : 
• Daily/Weekly 
- collect cost data and check accuracy and completeness 
- instigate Changes, if necessary through Change Management  
- attend Change Advisory Boards (CAB) as required.  
• Monthly 
- run the cost reporting system 
- check that costs are in line with predictions and explain any variances  
- produce cost analyses  
- produce charges per Customer and compare to budgets  
- circulate a monthly balance sheet  
- review cost recovery metrics against IT business targets.  
• Quarterly/ half-yearly 
- prepare for the annual budget cycle by checking quarterly, half-year or interim            
 forecasts (inward from businesses and upward from IT)  
- assess the accuracy of the Charging algorithms by balancing the actual revenue against 
expected revenue (similarly for actual costs against predicted)  
- assess the accuracy of forecasts as a means of improving them in the future  
- verify the price lists  
- plan the Changes necessary for next year's staff and Resources and any alterations to  
   cost projections and cost recovery projections.  
• Annually 
- review and audit the IT Accounting system and produce final accounts for the previous 
Financial year  
- produce annual cost analyses  
- circulate a final balance sheets  
- review standard Cost units (amending only if critical to accuracy as changes make any 
year-on-year comparisons difficult)  
- recalculate Costs per Cost Unit to check for conformance with predicted results  
- review Charging policies and IT Accounting methods  
- assist Customers and other IT managers to set IT budgets for new financial year  
- review the IT Accounting and Charging systems to ensure that the IT organisation's 
business objectives are being met  
- review the IT Service Continuity Plans and ensure that the Dependency on IT 
Accounting or Charging systems is clear. 
 
Input work products :  
 
• Service Level Agreement (SLA) 
• Configuration Management Database (CMDB) 
• Capacity Management Data 
 
Output work products :  
 
• Management of the accounting information 
• Creation of a business like relationship (concerning the charging) 
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1 Summary (Spice 15504 form) 
1.1 Definition  
 
Process of identifying , calculating and managing the cost of delivering IT services. 
Within an IT organisation, the Financial Process is visible in three main processes: 
• Budgeting is the Process of predicting and controlling the spending of money within the 
organisation and consists of a periodic negotiation cycle to set budgets (usually annual) and the 
day-to-day monitoring of the current budgets 
• IT Accounting is the set of processes that enable the IT organisation to account fully for the way 
its money is spent 
• Charging is the set of processes required to bill Customers for the services supplied to them. 
 
1.2 Goal  
 
to provide cost-effective stewardship of the IT assets and resources used in providing IT Services. 
 
1.3 Outcomes  
 
• increased visibility and communication of Changes to both business and service-support staff 
increased confidence in setting and managing budgets  
• accurate cost information to support IT investment decisions  
• accurate cost information for determining cost of ownership for ongoing services  
• a more efficient use of IT resource throughout the organisation  
• increased professionalism of staff within the IT organisation. 
 
1.4 Transformation activities   
 
1. Budgeting :    
• Identifying all Budget Items (BIs) 
• Estimating the cost of budget items 
• Estimating the cost of workload with capacity dependent budget items 
 
2. IT Accounting : 
• Categorizing costs to ensure that they are correctly identified and managed 
• Defining Cost Elements 
• Classification of Cost Elements 
• Choose Cost Unit 
• Calculating  the costs of Cost Units 
• Apportioning Indirect Costs of IT service 
• Calculating proportion of Unabsorbed Costs 
• Calculating Total Costs  
 
3. Charging : 
• Deciding Chargeable Items  
• prepare a price list of Services 
• prepare regular bills for Customers  
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Remarque : Ongoing operation 
 
• Daily/Weekly 
- collect cost data and check accuracy and completeness 
- instigate Changes, if necessary through Change Management  
- attend Change Advisory Boards (CAB) as required. 
 
• Monthly 
- run the cost reporting system 
- check that costs are in line with predictions and explain any variances  
- produce cost analyses  
- produce charges per Customer and compare to budgets  
- circulate a monthly balance sheet  
- review cost recovery metrics against IT business targets. 
 
• Quarterly/ half-yearly 
- prepare for the annual budget cycle by checking quarterly, half-year or interim            
 forecasts (inward from businesses and upward from IT)  
- assess the accuracy of the Charging algorithms by balancing the actual revenue against 
expected revenue (similarly for actual costs against predicted)  
- assess the accuracy of forecasts as a means of improving them in the future  
- verify the price lists  
- plan the Changes necessary for next year's staff and Resources and any alterations to  
   cost projections and cost recovery projections. 
  
• Annually 
- review and audit the IT Accounting system and produce final accounts for the previous 
Financial year  
- produce annual cost analyses  
- circulate a final balance sheets  
- review standard Cost units (amending only if critical to accuracy as changes make any 
year-on-year comparisons difficult)  
- recalculate Costs per Cost Unit to check for conformance with predicted results  
- review Charging policies and IT Accounting methods  
- assist Customers and other IT managers to set IT budgets for new financial year  
- review the IT Accounting and Charging systems to ensure that the IT organisation's 
business objectives are being met  
- review the IT Service Continuity Plans and ensure that the Dependency on IT Accounting 
or Charging systems is clear. 
 
1.5 Input work products  
 
• Service Level Agreement (SLA) 
• Configuration Management Database (CMDB) 
• Capacity Management Data 
1.6 Output work products  
 
• Management of the accounting information 
• Creation of a business like relationship (concerning the charging) 
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2 Relationship with other processes (Cobit schema) 
 













  1: Primary Process relationships (in) 
  2: Primary Process relationships (out) 
  3: Output Documents 

















         Financial targets 
 
                     Cost models 
 










IT FINANCE MGT Cap Mgt, Conf Mgt, SLM 
Cap Mgt, Conf Mgt, 
SLM 
Inc Mgt, Chan Mgt, 
IT Budget Plan 
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4 Activity 
4.1 Activity ITFM1 : Budgeting 
4.1.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>

















4.1.2 Activity ITFM1 in details 
ITFM1: BUDGETING
<<description>>
   Budgeting Activities
Identifying all Budget Items (BIs)
Estimating cost of BIs Estimating cost of workload dependent BIs
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4.2 Activity ITFM2 : IT Accounting 
4.2.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
   Activity ITFM2
ITFM2: IT ACCOUNTING
<<comment>>
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4.2.2 Activity ITFM2 in details 
<<description>>




Classification of Cost Elements
Choose Cost Unit
Calculating Cost per Cost Unit
Apportioning IT Services Costs
Calculating Total Costs
Calculating Proportion of Unabsorbed Costs
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4.3 Activity ITFM3 : Charging 
4.3.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>













[Impact on service level]
[influencing]
 
4.3.2 Activity ITFM3 in details 
<<description>>
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5 List of documents 
 
DOC1 IT Budget Plan 
DOC2 IT Financial ledgers 




∗ To work, at an appropriate level, with representatives of the organisation 
management and the Finance Department, to develop the policies of Budgeting, IT 
Accounting and Charging. 
∗ To implement and maintain the IT Financial Management Process, covering 
Budgeting, IT Accounting and Charging. 
∗ To assist in developing account plans and investment cases for the IT organisation 
and its Customers. 
 
and Responsabilities : 
∗ manage the IT organisation budget  
∗ prepare budget forecasts and assist Customers in preparing IT elements of their 
budgets  
∗ report regularly to IT managers and Customers on conformance to budgets. 
∗ select suitable tools and processes for gathering Cost data  
∗ develop suitable cost models  
∗ agree suitable IT Accounting policies, e.g. Depreciation  
∗ assist in developing cost-benefit cases for IT investments  
∗ advise senior management on the cost-effectiveness of IT solutions. 
∗ identify methods of charging within the organisations charging policy  
∗ provide justifications and comparisons for charges  
∗ prepare regular bills for Customers  
∗ prepare a price list of Services, if required. 
∗ provide close support to Service Level Management, Capacity Management and 
Business relationship Management, especially during budget and IT investment 
planning  
∗ recommend scope for internal audits  




IT Finance Management Process 
 
 













             Financial targets 
 
             Cost models 
 










• Relationships with other Processes : 
 
 














  1: Primary Process relationships (in) 
  2: Primary Process relationships (out) 
  3: Output Documents 















IT FINANCE MGT Cap Mgt, Conf Mgt, SLM 
Cap Mgt, Conf Mgt, 
SLM 
Inc Mgt, Chan Mgt, 
IT Budget Plan 




• Budgeting : 
<<description>>


















• Budgeting details : 
ITFM1: BUDGETING
<<description>>
   Budgeting Activities
Identifying all Budget Items (BIs)
Estimating cost of BIs Estimating cost of workload dependent BIs







• IT Accounting :  
<<description>>
   Activity ITFM2
ITFM2: IT ACCOUNTING
<<comment>>











































• IT Accounting details : 
<<description>>




Classification of Cost Elements
Choose Cost Unit
Calculating Cost per Cost Unit
Apportioning IT Services Costs
Calculating Total Costs
Calculating Proportion of Unabsorbed Costs












• Charging : 
<<description>>

















• Charging details : 
<<description>>










• Documents List 
 
DOC1 IT Budget Plan 
DOC2 IT Financial ledgers 
DOC3 Price List 
DOC4 Bills 
 
IT service Continuity management 
 
Definition :  
 
Process of  planning, coordinating, managing the organisation's ability to continue to provide a 
pre-determined and agreed level of IT Services to support the minimum business requirements 
following an interruption to the business. 
 
Goal :  
 
To support the overall Business Continuity Management process by ensuring that the required IT 
technical and services facilities can be recovered within required, and agreed, business 
timescales. 
 
Outcomes :  
 
• To allow the organisation to identify, assess and take responsibility for managing its 
risks, thus enabling it to understand better the environment in which it operates. 
• Potential lower insurance premiums: The IT organisation can help the organisation 
demonstrate to underwriters or insurers that they are proactively managing down 
their business risks. Therefore the risk to the insurance organisation is lower and the 
premiums due should reflect this. Alternatively, the organisation may feel 
comfortable in reducing cover or self-insuring in certain areas as a result of limiting 
potential losses.  
• Regulatory requirements: In some industries a recovery capability is becoming a 
mandatory requirement. Failure to demonstrate tested business and ITSCM facilities 
could result in heavy fines or the loss of trading licences. Within the service 
community, there is an obligation to provide continuous services, e.g., hospitals, 
emergency services and prisons.  
• Business relationship: The requirement to work closely with the business to develop 
and maintain a Continuity capability fosters a much closer working relationship 
between IT and the business areas. This can assist in creating a better understanding 
of the business requirements and the capability of IT to support those requirements.  
• Positive marketing of contingency capabilities: Being able to demonstrate effective 
ITSCM capabilities enables an organisation to provide high service levels to clients 
and Customers and thus win business.  
• Organisational credibility: There is a responsibility on the directors of organisations 
to protect the shareholders' interest and those of their clients. Contingency facilities 
increase an organisation's credibility and reputation with Customers, business 
partners, stakeholders and industry peers. 
• Competitive advantage: Service organisations are increasingly being asked by 
business partners, Customers and stakeholders to demonstrate their contingency 
facilities and may not be invited to tender for business unless they can demonstrate 
appropriate recovery capabilities. In many cases this is a good incentive for 
Customers to continue a business relationship and becomes a part of the competitive 







Transformation activities :  
       
1. Initiation: 
• Policy setting - is should be established and communicated as soon as possible so 
that all members of the organisation involved in, or affected by, Business Continuity 
issues are aware of their responsibilities to comply with and support ITSCM. As a 
minimum the policy should set out management intention and objectives.  
• Specify terms of reference and scope - this includes defining the scope and 
responsibilities of managers and staff in the organisation, and the method of working. 
• Allocate Resources - the establishment of an effective Business Continuity 
Environment requires considerable resource both in terms of money and manpower. 
Depending on the maturity of the organisation, with respect to ITSCM, there may be 
a requirement to familiarise and/or train staff. Alternatively, the use of experienced 
external consultants may assist in completing the analysis more quickly. 
• Define the project organisation and control structure - ITSCM and BCM projects are 
potentially complex and need to be well organised and controlled. The appointment 
of an experienced project manager reporting to a steering committee and guiding the 
working groups is key to success. 
• Agree project and quality plans - plans enable the project to be controlled and 
variances addressed. Quality plans ensure that the deliverables are achieved and to an 
acceptable level of quality. 
 
2. Requirements Analysis and Strategy Definition: 
• Business Impact Analysis - determine how much the organisation stands to lose as a 
result of a disaster or other service disruption and the speed of escalation of these 
losses. The Business Impact Analysis (BIA) is to assess this through identifying: 
• critical business processes  
• the potential damage or loss that may be caused to the organisation as a result of 
a disruption to critical business processes. 
• Risk assessment - determine the likelihood that a disaster or other serious service 
disruption will actually occur. This is an assessment of the level of threat and the 
extent to which an organisation is vulnerable to that threat. 
• Strategy determination - The information collated in the impact analysis and the risk 
assessment, and the associated ITSCM mechanisms chosen, enables an appropriate 
strategy for the organisation to be developed with an optimum balance of risk 
reduction and recovery or Continuity options. 
 
3. Implementation : 
• Organisation planning - The IT function is responsible for the provision of IT Services to 
support the business requirements identified during the Business Impact Analysis and 
requirements definition. 
• Implementation planning - Plan development is one of the most important parts of 
the implementation process and without workable plans the process will certainly 
fail. At the highest level there is a need for an overall co-ordination plan that 
includes: Emergency Response Plan, Damage Assessment Plan, Salvage Plan, Vital 
Records Plan, Crisis Management and Public Relations Plan. 
• Implement risk reduction measures - This measures have been determined in the Strategy 
(activities n° 8) 
• Implement stand-by arrangement - the recovery is based around a series of stand-by 
arrangements including accommodation as well as systems and telecommunications. 
• Develop ITSCM plan - ITSCM plans need to be developed to enable the necessary 
information for critical systems, services and facilities to either continue to be provided 
or to be reinstated within an acceptable period to the business. 
• Develop procedures - The ITSCM plan is dependent on specific technical tasks being 
undertaken. It is necessary that these are fully documented and comprehensive so that any 
literate IT person can undertake the recovery. 
• Initial testing - Testing is a critical part of the overall ITSCM process and is the only way 
of ensuring that the selected strategy, stand-by arrangements, logistics, Business recovery 
plans and procedures will work in practice. 
 
4. Operational Management : 
• Education and awareness - this should cover the organisation and in particular, the IT 
organisation, for Service Continuity-specific items. This ensures that all staff are 
aware of the implications of Business Continuity and of Service Continuity and 
consider these as part of their normal working routine and budget.  
• Review - regular review of all of the deliverables from the ITSCM process needs to 
be undertaken to ensure that they remain current. With respect to IT this is required 
whenever there is a major Change to the IT Infrastructure, assets or dependencies, as 
well as when there is a change in business direction, business strategy or IT strategy. 
• Training - IT may be involved in training the non-IT literate Business recovery team 
members to ensure that they have the necessary level of competence to facilitate 
recovery.  
• Testing - following the initial testing it is necessary to establish a programme of 
regular testing to ensure that the critical components of the strategy are tested at least 
annually or as directed by senior management or audit.  
• Change control - ITSCM must be included as part of the Change Management 
process to ensure that any Changes in the Infrastructure are reflected in the 
contingency arrangements provided by IT or third parties. 
• Assurance - the final process in the ITSCM lifecycle involves obtaining assurance 
that the quality of the ITSCM deliverables is acceptable to senior business 
management and that the operational management processes are working 
satisfactorily.  
 
Input work products :  
 
• CMDB 
• Individual Continuity Plans established by some parts of business 
 
Output work products : 
 
• IT Service Continuity Plan 
• Risk reduction measures 
• Organisation Awareness for need of ITSCM 
• A business impact assessment 
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1 Summary (Spice 15504 format) 
1.1 Definition  
 
Process of  planning, coordinating, managing the organisation's ability to continue to provide a pre-
determined and agreed level of IT Services to support the minimum business requirements following 
an interruption to the business. 
 
1.2 Goal  
 
to support the overall Business Continuity Management process by ensuring that the required IT 
technical and services facilities can be recovered within required, and agreed, business timescales. 
 
1.3 Outcomes  
 
• To allow the organisation to identify, assess and take responsibility for managing its risks, 
thus enabling it to understand better the environment in which it operates. 
• Potential lower insurance premiums: The IT organisation can help the organisation 
demonstrate to underwriters or insurers that they are proactively managing down their 
business risks. Therefore the risk to the insurance organisation is lower and the premiums 
due should reflect this. Alternatively, the organisation may feel comfortable in reducing 
cover or self-insuring in certain areas as a result of limiting potential losses.  
• Regulatory requirements: In some industries a recovery capability is becoming a 
mandatory requirement. Failure to demonstrate tested business and ITSCM facilities could 
result in heavy fines or the loss of trading licences. Within the service community, there is 
an obligation to provide continuous services, e.g., hospitals, emergency services and 
prisons.  
• Business relationship: The requirement to work closely with the business to develop and 
maintain a Continuity capability fosters a much closer working relationship between IT 
and the business areas. This can assist in creating a better understanding of the business 
requirements and the capability of IT to support those requirements.  
• Positive marketing of contingency capabilities: Being able to demonstrate effective 
ITSCM capabilities enables an organisation to provide high service levels to clients and 
Customers and thus win business.  
• Organisational credibility: There is a responsibility on the directors of organisations to 
protect the shareholders' interest and those of their clients. Contingency facilities increase 
an organisation's credibility and reputation with Customers, business partners, 
stakeholders and industry peers. 
• Competitive advantage: Service organisations are increasingly being asked by business 
partners, Customers and stakeholders to demonstrate their contingency facilities and may 
not be invited to tender for business unless they can demonstrate appropriate recovery 
capabilities. In many cases this is a good incentive for Customers to continue a business 
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1.4 Transformation activities   
 
1. Initiation: 
• Policy setting - is should be established and communicated as soon as possible so that all 
members of the organisation involved in, or affected by, Business Continuity issues are 
aware of their responsibilities to comply with and support ITSCM. As a minimum the 
policy should set out management intention and objectives.  
• Specify terms of reference and scope - this includes defining the scope and responsibilities 
of managers and staff in the organisation, and the method of working. 
• Allocate Resources - the establishment of an effective Business Continuity Environment 
requires considerable resource both in terms of money and manpower. Depending on the 
maturity of the organisation, with respect to ITSCM, there may be a requirement to 
familiarise and/or train staff. Alternatively, the use of experienced external consultants 
may assist in completing the analysis more quickly. 
• Define the project organisation and control structure - ITSCM and BCM projects are 
potentially complex and need to be well organised and controlled. The appointment of an 
experienced project manager reporting to a steering committee and guiding the working 
groups is key to success. 
• Agree project and quality plans - plans enable the project to be controlled and variances 
addressed. Quality plans ensure that the deliverables are achieved and to an acceptable 
level of quality. 
 
2. Requirements Analysis and Strategy Definition: 
• Business Impact Analysis - determine how much the organisation stands to lose as a result 
of a disaster or other service disruption and the speed of escalation of these losses. The 
Business Impact Analysis (BIA) is to assess this through identifying: 
- critical business processes  
- the potential damage or loss that may be caused to the organisation as a result of a 
disruption to critical business processes. 
• Risk assessment - determine the likelihood that a disaster or other serious service 
disruption will actually occur. This is an assessment of the level of threat and the extent to 
which an organisation is vulnerable to that threat. 
• Strategy determination - The information collated in the impact analysis and the risk 
assessment, and the associated ITSCM mechanisms chosen, enables an appropriate 
strategy for the organisation to be developed with an optimum balance of risk reduction 
and recovery or Continuity options. 
 
3. Implementation : 
• Organisation planning - The IT function is responsible for the provision of IT Services to 
support the business requirements identified during the Business Impact Analysis and 
requirements definition. 
• Implementation planning - Plan development is one of the most important parts of the 
implementation process and without workable plans the process will certainly fail. At the 
highest level there is a need for an overall co-ordination plan that includes: Emergency 
Response Plan, Damage Assessment Plan, Salvage Plan, Vital Records Plan, Crisis 
Management and Public Relations Plan. 
• Implement risk reduction measures - This measures have been determined in the Strategy 
(activities n° 8) 
• Implement stand-by arrangement - the recovery is based around a series of stand-by 
arrangements including accommodation as well as systems and telecommunications. 
• Develop ITSCM plan - ITSCM plans need to be developed to enable the necessary 
information for critical systems, services and facilities to either continue to be provided or to 
be reinstated within an acceptable period to the business. 
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• Develop procedures - The ITSCM plan is dependent on specific technical tasks being 
undertaken. It is necessary that these are fully documented and comprehensive so that any 
literate IT person can undertake the recovery. 
• Initial testing - Testing is a critical part of the overall ITSCM process and is the only way of 
ensuring that the selected strategy, stand-by arrangements, logistics, Business recovery plans 
and procedures will work in practice. 
 
4. Operational Management : 
• Education and awareness - this should cover the organisation and in particular, the IT 
organisation, for Service Continuity-specific items. This ensures that all staff are aware of 
the implications of Business Continuity and of Service Continuity and consider these as 
part of their normal working routine and budget.  
• Review - regular review of all of the deliverables from the ITSCM process needs to be 
undertaken to ensure that they remain current. With respect to IT this is required 
whenever there is a major Change to the IT Infrastructure, assets or dependencies, as well 
as when there is a change in business direction, business strategy or IT strategy. 
• Training - IT may be involved in training the non-IT literate Business recovery team 
members to ensure that they have the necessary level of competence to facilitate recovery.  
• Testing - following the initial testing it is necessary to establish a programme of regular 
testing to ensure that the critical components of the strategy are tested at least annually or 
as directed by senior management or audit.  
• Change control - ITSCM must be included as part of the Change Management process to 
ensure that any Changes in the Infrastructure are reflected in the contingency 
arrangements provided by IT or third parties. 
• Assurance - the final process in the ITSCM lifecycle involves obtaining assurance that the 
quality of the ITSCM deliverables is acceptable to senior business management and that 
the operational management processes are working satisfactorily.  
 
1.5 Input work products  
 
• CMDB 
• Individual Continuity Plans established by some parts of business 
 
1.6 Output work products  
 
• IT Service Continuity Plan 
• Risk reduction measures 
• Organisation Awareness for need of ITSCM 
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2 Relationship with other processes (Cobit schema) 
 
 













  1: Primary Process relationships (in) 
  2: Primary Process relationships (out) 
  3: Output Documents 
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The IT Service Continuity plan should be develop on the same model 
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4 Activity 
4.1 Activity ITSCM1 : Initiation 




















TOR: Terms of Reference
<<description>>
DOC1: Including Mgt intention 
                 and objectives
<<description>>
DOC2: Define the scope, responsabilities,  
             and working methods
<<description>>
DOC3: Ressources needs




DOC5: Formal Agreement from 
             all the parties involved 
Policy Setting
Specify TOR and scope
Allocate Resources
Define the project organisation and control structure
Agree project and Quality Plans
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4.2 Activity ITSCM2 : Requirements Analysis and Strategy 
Definition 
4.2.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
 Activity ITSCM2
ITSCM2: REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS AND STRATEGY DEFINITION
<<comment>>


















4.2.2 Activity ITSCM2 in details 
<<description>>
Requirements Analysis and Strategy Definition Activities
ITSCM2: REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS AND STRATEGY DEFINITION<<description>>
DOC6: List of Critial Business Process 
             + Consequences
<<description>>
DOC7: Impact Assessment
            ( Damage, reputation, staffing
              and time needed, ...)
<<description>>
DOC8: Identification of risk on assets, 
             threats and vulnerabilities
                 + Countermeasures
<<description>>
DOC9: Risk reduction measures:
             Description and planning
<<description>>
DOC10: Description of the recovery 
               option choosen
Business Impact Analysis Risk Assessment
Business Continuity Strategy
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4.3 Activity ITSCM3 : Implementation 





BIA: Business Impact 

















synchronization point: all activities 





DOC12: IT key support function plan
<<description>>
DOC13: Details of the plans  
               and version control
<<description>>




DOC16: Define test scenarios with  
               description of the results expected
<<description>>
DOC17: Communication Plan (staff 
               preparedness and awareness)
Organisation and Implementation Planning
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4.4 Activity ITSCM4 : Operational Management 


















4.4.2 Activity ITSCM4 in details 
<<description>>
  Operational Mgt Activities
ITSCM4: OPERATIONAL MGT
<<description>>
DOC18: Procedure of review  
               ITSCM plans and accuracy
<<description>>
 DOC19: Communication and 
                manual
<<description>>
DOC21: Test Program 
               up to date
<<description>>
DOC20: Procedure for updating 
               ITSCM according to  
               change.
<<description>>
DOC22: Acceptance from Senior 
               Business Managers
Review and Audit Change Control
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4.5 Activity ITSCM5 : Invocation 





[Invocation Plan and guidance]
DOC23:
All Service Delivery Activities:
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5 List of documents 
 
DOC1 Including Mgt intention and objectives 
DOC2 Define the scope, responsabilities, and working methods 
DOC3 Ressources needs and external intervention 
DOC4 Project Planning 
DOC5 Formal Agreement from all the parties involved 
DOC6 List of Critial Business Process + Consequences 
DOC7 Impact Assessment ( Damage, reputation, staffing and time needed, ...) 
DOC8 Identification of risk on assets, threats and vulnerabilities + Countermeasures 
DOC9 Risk reduction measures: Description and planning 
DOC10 Description of the recovery option choosen 
DOC11 Coordination Plan 
DOC12 IT key support function plan 
DOC13 Details of the plans and version control 
DOC14 Cheklist after damage 
DOC15 Detailed procedures 
DOC16 Define test scenarios with description of the results waited 
DOC17 Communication Plan (staff preparedness and awareness) 
DOC18 Procedure of review ITSCM plans and accuracy 
DOC19 Communication and manual 
DOC20 Procedure for updating ITSCM according to change. 
DOC21 Test Program up to date 
DOC22 Acceptance from Senior Business Managers 
DOC23 Invocation Plan and guidance 
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1 Summary (Spice 15504 format) 
1.1 Definition  
 
Process of  planning, coordinating, managing the organisation's ability to continue to provide a pre-
determined and agreed level of IT Services to support the minimum business requirements following 
an interruption to the business. 
 
1.2 Goal  
 
to support the overall Business Continuity Management process by ensuring that the required IT 
technical and services facilities can be recovered within required, and agreed, business timescales. 
 
1.3 Outcomes  
 
• To allow the organisation to identify, assess and take responsibility for managing its risks, 
thus enabling it to understand better the environment in which it operates. 
• Potential lower insurance premiums: The IT organisation can help the organisation 
demonstrate to underwriters or insurers that they are proactively managing down their 
business risks. Therefore the risk to the insurance organisation is lower and the premiums 
due should reflect this. Alternatively, the organisation may feel comfortable in reducing 
cover or self-insuring in certain areas as a result of limiting potential losses.  
• Regulatory requirements: In some industries a recovery capability is becoming a 
mandatory requirement. Failure to demonstrate tested business and ITSCM facilities could 
result in heavy fines or the loss of trading licences. Within the service community, there is 
an obligation to provide continuous services, e.g., hospitals, emergency services and 
prisons.  
• Business relationship: The requirement to work closely with the business to develop and 
maintain a Continuity capability fosters a much closer working relationship between IT 
and the business areas. This can assist in creating a better understanding of the business 
requirements and the capability of IT to support those requirements.  
• Positive marketing of contingency capabilities: Being able to demonstrate effective 
ITSCM capabilities enables an organisation to provide high service levels to clients and 
Customers and thus win business.  
• Organisational credibility: There is a responsibility on the directors of organisations to 
protect the shareholders' interest and those of their clients. Contingency facilities increase 
an organisation's credibility and reputation with Customers, business partners, 
stakeholders and industry peers. 
• Competitive advantage: Service organisations are increasingly being asked by business 
partners, Customers and stakeholders to demonstrate their contingency facilities and may 
not be invited to tender for business unless they can demonstrate appropriate recovery 
capabilities. In many cases this is a good incentive for Customers to continue a business 
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1.4 Transformation activities   
 
1. Initiation: 
• Policy setting - is should be established and communicated as soon as possible so that all 
members of the organisation involved in, or affected by, Business Continuity issues are 
aware of their responsibilities to comply with and support ITSCM. As a minimum the 
policy should set out management intention and objectives.  
• Specify terms of reference and scope - this includes defining the scope and responsibilities 
of managers and staff in the organisation, and the method of working. 
• Allocate Resources - the establishment of an effective Business Continuity Environment 
requires considerable resource both in terms of money and manpower. Depending on the 
maturity of the organisation, with respect to ITSCM, there may be a requirement to 
familiarise and/or train staff. Alternatively, the use of experienced external consultants 
may assist in completing the analysis more quickly. 
• Define the project organisation and control structure - ITSCM and BCM projects are 
potentially complex and need to be well organised and controlled. The appointment of an 
experienced project manager reporting to a steering committee and guiding the working 
groups is key to success. 
• Agree project and quality plans - plans enable the project to be controlled and variances 
addressed. Quality plans ensure that the deliverables are achieved and to an acceptable 
level of quality. 
 
2. Requirements Analysis and Strategy Definition: 
• Business Impact Analysis - determine how much the organisation stands to lose as a result 
of a disaster or other service disruption and the speed of escalation of these losses. The 
Business Impact Analysis (BIA) is to assess this through identifying: 
- critical business processes  
- the potential damage or loss that may be caused to the organisation as a result of a 
disruption to critical business processes. 
• Risk assessment - determine the likelihood that a disaster or other serious service 
disruption will actually occur. This is an assessment of the level of threat and the extent to 
which an organisation is vulnerable to that threat. 
• Strategy determination - The information collated in the impact analysis and the risk 
assessment, and the associated ITSCM mechanisms chosen, enables an appropriate 
strategy for the organisation to be developed with an optimum balance of risk reduction 
and recovery or Continuity options. 
 
3. Implementation : 
• Organisation planning - The IT function is responsible for the provision of IT Services to 
support the business requirements identified during the Business Impact Analysis and 
requirements definition. 
• Implementation planning - Plan development is one of the most important parts of the 
implementation process and without workable plans the process will certainly fail. At the 
highest level there is a need for an overall co-ordination plan that includes: Emergency 
Response Plan, Damage Assessment Plan, Salvage Plan, Vital Records Plan, Crisis 
Management and Public Relations Plan. 
• Implement risk reduction measures - This measures have been determined in the Strategy 
(activities n° 8) 
• Implement stand-by arrangement - the recovery is based around a series of stand-by 
arrangements including accommodation as well as systems and telecommunications. 
• Develop ITSCM plan - ITSCM plans need to be developed to enable the necessary 
information for critical systems, services and facilities to either continue to be provided or to 
be reinstated within an acceptable period to the business. 
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• Develop procedures - The ITSCM plan is dependent on specific technical tasks being 
undertaken. It is necessary that these are fully documented and comprehensive so that any 
literate IT person can undertake the recovery. 
• Initial testing - Testing is a critical part of the overall ITSCM process and is the only way of 
ensuring that the selected strategy, stand-by arrangements, logistics, Business recovery plans 
and procedures will work in practice. 
 
4. Operational Management : 
• Education and awareness - this should cover the organisation and in particular, the IT 
organisation, for Service Continuity-specific items. This ensures that all staff are aware of 
the implications of Business Continuity and of Service Continuity and consider these as 
part of their normal working routine and budget.  
• Review - regular review of all of the deliverables from the ITSCM process needs to be 
undertaken to ensure that they remain current. With respect to IT this is required 
whenever there is a major Change to the IT Infrastructure, assets or dependencies, as well 
as when there is a change in business direction, business strategy or IT strategy. 
• Training - IT may be involved in training the non-IT literate Business recovery team 
members to ensure that they have the necessary level of competence to facilitate recovery.  
• Testing - following the initial testing it is necessary to establish a programme of regular 
testing to ensure that the critical components of the strategy are tested at least annually or 
as directed by senior management or audit.  
• Change control - ITSCM must be included as part of the Change Management process to 
ensure that any Changes in the Infrastructure are reflected in the contingency 
arrangements provided by IT or third parties. 
• Assurance - the final process in the ITSCM lifecycle involves obtaining assurance that the 
quality of the ITSCM deliverables is acceptable to senior business management and that 
the operational management processes are working satisfactorily.  
 
1.5 Input work products  
 
• CMDB 
• Individual Continuity Plans established by some parts of business 
 
1.6 Output work products  
 
• IT Service Continuity Plan 
• Risk reduction measures 
• Organisation Awareness for need of ITSCM 
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2 Relationship with other processes (Cobit schema) 
 
 













  1: Primary Process relationships (in) 
  2: Primary Process relationships (out) 
  3: Output Documents 
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4 Activity 
4.1 Activity ITSCM1 : Initiation 




















TOR: Terms of Reference
<<description>>
DOC1: Including Mgt intention 
                 and objectives
<<description>>
DOC2: Define the scope, responsabilities,  
             and working methods
<<description>>
DOC3: Ressources needs




DOC5: Formal Agreement from 
             all the parties involved 
Policy Setting
Specify TOR and scope
Allocate Resources
Define the project organisation and control structure
Agree project and Quality Plans
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4.2 Activity ITSCM2 : Requirements Analysis and Strategy 
Definition 
4.2.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
 Activity ITSCM2
ITSCM2: REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS AND STRATEGY DEFINITION
<<comment>>


















4.2.2 Activity ITSCM2 in details 
<<description>>
Requirements Analysis and Strategy Definition Activities
ITSCM2: REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS AND STRATEGY DEFINITION<<description>>
DOC6: List of Critial Business Process 
             + Consequences
<<description>>
DOC7: Impact Assessment
            ( Damage, reputation, staffing
              and time needed, ...)
<<description>>
DOC8: Identification of risk on assets, 
             threats and vulnerabilities
                 + Countermeasures
<<description>>
DOC9: Risk reduction measures:
             Description and planning
<<description>>
DOC10: Description of the recovery 
               option choosen
Business Impact Analysis Risk Assessment
Business Continuity Strategy
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4.3 Activity ITSCM3 : Implementation 





BIA: Business Impact 

















synchronization point: all activities 





DOC12: IT key support function plan
<<description>>
DOC13: Details of the plans  
               and version control
<<description>>




DOC16: Define test scenarios with  
               description of the results expected
<<description>>
DOC17: Communication Plan (staff 
               preparedness and awareness)
Organisation and Implementation Planning
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4.4 Activity ITSCM4 : Operational Management 


















4.4.2 Activity ITSCM4 in details 
<<description>>
  Operational Mgt Activities
ITSCM4: OPERATIONAL MGT
<<description>>
DOC18: Procedure of review  
               ITSCM plans and accuracy
<<description>>
 DOC19: Communication and 
                manual
<<description>>
DOC21: Test Program 
               up to date
<<description>>
DOC20: Procedure for updating 
               ITSCM according to  
               change.
<<description>>
DOC22: Acceptance from Senior 
               Business Managers
Review and Audit Change Control
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4.5 Activity ITSCM5 : Invocation 





[Invocation Plan and guidance]
DOC23:
All Service Delivery Activities:
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5 List of documents 
 
DOC1 Including Mgt intention and objectives 
DOC2 Define the scope, responsabilities, and working methods 
DOC3 Ressources needs and external intervention 
DOC4 Project Planning 
DOC5 Formal Agreement from all the parties involved 
DOC6 List of Critial Business Process + Consequences 
DOC7 Impact Assessment ( Damage, reputation, staffing and time needed, ...) 
DOC8 Identification of risk on assets, threats and vulnerabilities + Countermeasures 
DOC9 Risk reduction measures: Description and planning 
DOC10 Description of the recovery option choosen 
DOC11 Coordination Plan 
DOC12 IT key support function plan 
DOC13 Details of the plans and version control 
DOC14 Cheklist after damage 
DOC15 Detailed procedures 
DOC16 Define test scenarios with description of the results waited 
DOC17 Communication Plan (staff preparedness and awareness) 
DOC18 Procedure of review ITSCM plans and accuracy 
DOC19 Communication and manual 
DOC20 Procedure for updating ITSCM according to change. 
DOC21 Test Program up to date 
DOC22 Acceptance from Senior Business Managers 
DOC23 Invocation Plan and guidance 
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• Relationships with other Processes: 
 
 













  1: Primary Process relationships (in) 
  2: Primary Process relationships (out) 
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TOR: Terms of Reference
<<description>>
DOC1: Including Mgt intention 
                 and objectives
<<description>>
DOC2: Define the scope, responsabilities,  
             and working methods
<<description>>
DOC3: Ressources needs




DOC5: Formal Agreement from 
             all the parties involved 
Policy Setting
Specify TOR and scope
Allocate Resources
Define the project organisation and control structure
Agree project and Quality Plans
 
 
• Requirements Analysis and Strategy Definition : 
<<description>>
 Activity ITSCM2
ITSCM2: REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS AND STRATEGY DEFINITION
<<comment>>



















• Requirements Analysis and Strategy Definition details : 
<<description>>
Requirements Analysis and Strategy Definition Activities
ITSCM2: REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS AND STRATEGY DEFINITION<<description>>
DOC6: List of Critial Business Process 
             + Consequences
<<description>>
DOC7: Impact Assessment
            ( Damage, reputation, staffing
              and time needed, ...)
<<description>>
DOC8: Identification of risk on assets, 
             threats and vulnerabilities
                 + Countermeasures
<<description>>
DOC9: Risk reduction measures:
             Description and planning
<<description>>
DOC10: Description of the recovery 
               option choosen












BIA: Business Impact 























synchronization point: all activities 





DOC12: IT key support function plan
<<description>>
DOC13: Details of the plans  
               and version control
<<description>>




DOC16: Define test scenarios with  
               description of the results waited
<<description>>
DOC17: Communication Plan (staff 
               preparedness and awareness)
Organisation and Implementation Planning





























• Operational Management details : 
<<description>>
  Operational Mgt Activities
ITSCM4: OPERATIONAL MGT
<<description>>
DOC18: Procedure of review  
               ITSCM plans and accuracy
<<description>>
 DOC19: Communication and 
                manual
<<description>>
DOC21: Test Program 
               up to date
<<description>>
DOC20: Procedure for updating 
               ITSCM according to  
               change.
<<description>>
DOC22: Acceptance from Senior 
               Business Managers
Review and Audit Change Control










[Invocation Plan and guidance]
DOC23:




















• Documents List: 
 
DOC1 Including Mgt intention and objectives 
DOC2 Define the scope, responsabilities, and working methods 
DOC3 Ressources needs and external intervention 
DOC4 Project Planning 
DOC5 Formal Agreement from all the parties involved 
DOC6 List of Critial Business Process + Consequences 
DOC7 Impact Assessment ( Damage, reputation, staffing and time needed, ...) 
DOC8 Identification of risk on assets, threats and vulnerabilities + Countermeasures 
DOC9 Risk reduction measures: Description and planning 
DOC10 Description of the recovery option choosen 
DOC11 Coordination Plan 
DOC12 IT key support function plan 
DOC13 Details of the plans and version control 
DOC14 Cheklist after damage 
DOC15 Detailed procedures 
DOC16 Define test scenarios with description of the results waited 
DOC17 Communication Plan (staff preparedness and awareness) 
DOC18 Procedure of review ITSCM plans and accuracy 
DOC19 Communication and manual 
DOC20 Procedure for updating ITSCM according to change. 
DOC21 Test Program up to date 
DOC22 Acceptance from Senior Business Managers 
DOC23 Invocation Plan and guidance 
 
Service Level management 
 
Definition :  
  
Processes of planning, coordinating, drafting, agreeing, monitoring and reporting on Service 
Level Agreements (SLAs), and the on-going review of service achievements. 
 
Goal :  
 
to maintain and improve IT Service quality, through a constant cycle of agreeing, monitoring and 
reporting upon IT Service achievements and instigation of actions to eradicate poor service - in 
line with business or Cost justification. (Through these methods, a better relationship between IT 
and its Customers can be developed) 
 
Outcomes :  
 
• the improvements in Service quality and the reduction in service disruption that can lead 
to significant financial savings. 
• IT Services are designed to meet Service Level Requirements (SLR).  
• improved relationships with satisfied Customers.  
• both parties to the agreement have a clearer view of roles and responsibilities - thus 
avoiding potential misunderstandings or omissions.  
• there are specific targets to aim for and against which service quality can be 
measured, monitored and reported. 
• IT effort is focused on those areas that the business thinks are key.  
• IT and Customers have a clear and consistent expectation of the level of service 
required (i.e. everyone understands and agrees what constitutes a 'Priority One' 
Incident, and everyone has a consistent understanding of what response and fix times 
are associated with something called 'Priority One').  
• service monitoring allows weak areas to be identified, so that remedial action can be 
taken, thus improving future service quality.  
• service monitoring also shows where Customer or User actions are causing the fault 
and so identify where working efficiency and/or training can be improved.  
• SLM underpins supplier management (and vice versa) - in cases where services are 
outsourced the SLAs are a key part of managing the relationship with the third-party 
- in other cases service monitoring allows the performance of suppliers (internal and 
external) to be evaluated and managed  
• SLA can be used as a basis for Charging and helps demonstrate what value 
Customers are receiving for their money. 
 
Transformation activities :        
 
1. Producing a service catalogue : 
Such a catalogue should list all of the services being provided, a summary of their 
characteristics and details of the Customers and maintainers of each. 
 
2. Planning the SLA structure : 
SLM must plan the most appropriate SLA structure to ensure that all services and all 







3. Negociating SLA : 
• Establish Service Level Requirements and draft SLA : 
This is a starting point for more detailed and in-depth discussion. Several iterations of 
negotiations may be required before an affordable balance is struck between what is 
sought and what is achievable and affordable 
• Establish monitoring capabilities : 
Nothing should be included in an SLA unless it can be effectively monitored and 
measured at a commonly agreed point. Existing monitoring capabilities should be 
reviewed and upgraded as necessary. It is essential that monitoring matches the 
Customer's true perception of the service. 
• Wording SLA : 
The wording of SLAs should be clear and concise and leave no room for ambiguity. 
There is normally no need for agreements to be couched in legal terminology, and 
plain language aids a common understanding. 
• Seek agreement : 
Using the draft agreement as a basis, negotiations must be held with the Customer(s), 
or Customer representatives to finalise the contents of the SLA and the initial service 
level targets, and with the Service providers to ensure that these are achievable. 
• Review underpinning contracts and operational level agreements (OLA) : 
IT Service Providers cannot commit to meeting SLA targets unless their own 
suppliers' performances underpin these targets. 
 
4. Reporting and Monitoring : 
The SLA reporting mechanisms, intervals and report formats must be defined and agreed 
with the Customers. 
 
5. Reviewing : 
The frequency and format of Service Review Meetings must also be agreed with the 
Customers. The SLAs themselves must be reviewed periodically to ensure that they are 
still current and indeed still relevant. 
 
Input work products :  
 
• Evaluation of customers’ current perception of service levels. 
• Capabilities for monitoring. 
• Underpinning contracts and operational level agreements 
 
Output work products :  
 
• SLAs. 
• Capabilities for monitoring reviewed. 
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1 Summary (Spice 15504 format) 
1.1 Definition  
 
Processes of planning, coordinating, drafting, agreeing, monitoring and reporting on Service Level 
Agreements (SLAs), and the on-going review of service achievements. 
 
1.2 Goal  
 
to maintain and improve IT Service quality, through a constant cycle of agreeing, monitoring and 
reporting upon IT Service achievements and instigation of actions to eradicate poor service - in line 
with business or Cost justification. (Through these methods, a better relationship between IT and its 
Customers can be developed) 
 
1.3 Outcomes  
 
• the improvements in Service quality and the reduction in service disruption that can lead to 
significant financial savings. 
• IT Services are designed to meet Service Level Requirements (SLR).  
• improved relationships with satisfied Customers.  
• both parties to the agreement have a clearer view of roles and responsibilities - thus 
avoiding potential misunderstandings or omissions.  
• there are specific targets to aim for and against which service quality can be measured, 
monitored and reported. 
• IT effort is focused on those areas that the business thinks are key.  
• IT and Customers have a clear and consistent expectation of the level of service required 
(i.e. everyone understands and agrees what constitutes a 'Priority One' Incident, and 
everyone has a consistent understanding of what response and fix times are associated 
with something called 'Priority One').  
• service monitoring allows weak areas to be identified, so that remedial action can be 
taken, thus improving future service quality.  
• service monitoring also shows where Customer or User actions are causing the fault and 
so identify where working efficiency and/or training can be improved.  
• SLM underpins supplier management (and vice versa) - in cases where services are 
outsourced the SLAs are a key part of managing the relationship with the third-party - in 
other cases service monitoring allows the performance of suppliers (internal and external) 
to be evaluated and managed  
• SLA can be used as a basis for Charging and helps demonstrate what value Customers are 
receiving for their money. 
 
1.4 Transformation activities   
 
1. Producing a service catalogue : 
Such a catalogue should list all of the services being provided, a summary of their 
characteristics and details of the Customers and maintainers of each. 
 
2. Planning the SLA structure : 
SLM must plan the most appropriate SLA structure to ensure that all services and all 
Customers are covered in a manner best suited to the organisation's needs. 
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3. Negociating SLA : 
• Establish Service Level Requirements and draft SLA : 
This is a starting point for more detailed and in-depth discussion. Several iterations of 
negotiations may be required before an affordable balance is struck between what is 
sought and what is achievable and affordable 
• Establish monitoring capabilities : 
Nothing should be included in an SLA unless it can be effectively monitored and 
measured at a commonly agreed point. Existing monitoring capabilities should be 
reviewed and upgraded as necessary. It is essential that monitoring matches the 
Customer's true perception of the service. 
• Wording SLA : 
The wording of SLAs should be clear and concise and leave no room for ambiguity. There 
is normally no need for agreements to be couched in legal terminology, and plain 
language aids a common understanding. 
• Seek agreement : 
Using the draft agreement as a basis, negotiations must be held with the Customer(s), or 
Customer representatives to finalise the contents of the SLA and the initial service level 
targets, and with the Service providers to ensure that these are achievable. 
• Review underpinning contracts and operational level agreements (OLA) : 
IT Service Providers cannot commit to meeting SLA targets unless their own suppliers' 
performances underpin these targets. 
 
4. Reporting and Monitoring : 
The SLA reporting mechanisms, intervals and report formats must be defined and agreed 
with the Customers. 
 
5. Reviewing : 
The frequency and format of Service Review Meetings must also be agreed with the 
Customers. The SLAs themselves must be reviewed periodically to ensure that they are still 
current and indeed still relevant.  
 
1.5 Input work products  
 
• Evaluation of customers’ current perception of service levels. 
• Capabilities for monitoring. 
• Underpinning contracts and operational level agreements 
 
1.6 Output work products  
 
• SLAs. 
• Service Catalogue 
• Service Level Reports 
• Capabilities for monitoring reviewed. 
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2 Relationship with other processes (Cobit schema) 
 
 















 1: Primary Process relationships (in) 
  2: Primary Process relationships (out) 
  3: Output Documents 























SLM Ava Mgt, ITFM,  Cap Mgt, ITSCM 
Ava Mgt, ITFM, 
Cap Mgt, ITSCM 
Inc Mgt, Pro Mgt, 





Service Level Reports 
Exception reports 
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3 Overview 




The “REVIEWING” activity in the diagram concern SLA reviews. 
But there are others reviewing activities to review the Underpinning contracts, Operational 
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4 Activity 
4.1 Activity SLM1 : Producing Service Catalogue 
4.1.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
    Activity SLM1
SLM1: PRODUCING SERVICE CATALOGUE
<<comment>>
  performing BIA
<<comment>>
  for Workload Mgt
<<comment>>
Service catalogue coul be a part of CMDB: 
by defining each service as a CI. 
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4.2 Activity SLM2 : Planning SLA Structure 
4.2.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>










4.3 Activity SLM3 : Negociating SLA 
4.3.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>





All Service Delivery Activities:
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4.3.2 Activity SLM3 in details 
<<description>>
   Negociating SLA Activities
SLM3: NEGOCIATING SLA
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4.4 Activity SLM4 : Reporting and Monitoring 
4.4.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>
    Activity SLM4
SLM4: REPORTING AND MONITORING
<<comment>>
Monitoring should match the 
Customer's true perception
SLM3:











4.5 Activity SLM5 : Reviewing 
4.5.1 Relationship with other processes activities 
<<description>>




All Service Delivery Activities:
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5 List of documents 
 
DOC1 Service Catalogue 
DOC2 SLA Structure 
DOC3 Agree SLAs 
DOC4 Service Level reports 
DOC5 Exception Reports 
DOC6 
Metrics (exemples) : 
∗ what number or percentage of Services are covered by SLAs?  
∗ are Underpinning contracts and OLAs in place for all SLAs and for what percentage?  
∗ are SLAs being monitored and are regular reports being produced?  
∗ are review meetings being held on time and correctly minuted?  
∗ is there documentary evidence that issues raised at reviews are being followed up and 
resolved (e.g. via an SIP)  
∗ are SLAs, OLAs and underpinning contracts current and what percentage are in need 
of review and update?  
∗ what number or percentage of Service targets are being met and what is the number 
and severity of service breaches?  
∗ are service breaches being followed up effectively?  
∗ are service level achievements improving  
∗ are Customer perception statistics improving?  
∗ are IT costs decreasing for services with stable service level achievements?  
DOC7 
Role : 
∗ To implement and maintain the SLM process to the level required by the parent 
organisation. 
∗ The role must be of an appropriate level to negotiate with Customers on behalf of the 
organisation, and to initiate and follow through actions required to improve or 
maintain agreed service levels. 
 
and Responsabilities : 
∗ creates and maintains a catalogue of existing Services offered by the organisation  
∗ formulates, agrees and maintains an appropriate SLM structure for the organisation, to 
include: SLA structure, OLAs within the IT Provider organisation, and Third Party 
Supplier Management relationships to the SLM Process  
∗ accommodating any existing Service Improvement Plans within the SLM process  
∗ negotiates, agrees and maintains the SLAs with the Customer  
∗ negotiates, agrees and maintains the OLAs with the IT provider  
∗ negotiates and agrees with both the Customer and IT Provider any Service Level 
Requirements for any proposed new/developing services  
∗ analyses and reviews service performance against the SLAs and OLAs  
∗ produces regular reports on service performance and achievement to the Customer 
and IT provider at an appropriate level  
∗ organises and maintains the regular Service Level review process with both the IT 
Customer and IT provider  
∗ agreeing appropriate actions to maintain/improve service levels  
∗ initiates any actions required to maintain or improve service levels  
∗ conducts appropriate reviews of the entire Service Level process and negotiates, 
agrees and controls any amendments necessary  
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∗ acts as co-ordination point for any temporary Changes to service levels required (i.e. 
extra support hours required by the Customer, reduced Levels of Service over a period 




Service Level Management Process 
 
 

























The “REVIEWING” activity in the diagram concern SLA reviews. 
But there are others reviewing activities to review the Underpinning contracts, Operational Level 












































• Relationships with other Processes : 
 
 
















 1: Primary Process relationships (in) 
  2: Primary Process relationships (out) 
  3: Output Documents 
  4: Process being influenced 
 
 
• Producing Service Catalogue : 
<<description>>
    Activity SLM1
SLM1: PRODUCING SERVICE CATALOGUE
<<comment>>
  performing BIA
<<comment>>
  for Workload Mgt
<<comment>>
Service catalogue coul be a part of CMDB: 
by defining each service as a CI. 














SLM Ava Mgt, ITFM,  Cap Mgt, ITSCM 
Ava Mgt, ITFM, 
Cap Mgt, ITSCM 
Inc Mgt, Pro Mgt, 
Conf Mgt, Chan Mgt, 
Rel Mgt Service Catalogue 
SLA Structure 
Agree SLAs 




• Planning SLA Structure : 
<<description>>












• Negociating SLA : 
<<description>>





All Service Delivery Activities:



















• Negociating SLA details : 
<<description>>
   Negociating SLA Activities
SLM3: NEGOCIATING SLA









• Reporting and Monitoring : 
<<description>>
    Activity SLM4
SLM4: REPORTING AND MONITORING
<<comment>>
Monitoring should match the 
Customer's true perception
SLM3:














• Reviewing : 
<<description>>




All Service Delivery Activities:








• Documents List : 
 
DOC1 Service Catalogue 
DOC2 SLA Structure 
DOC3 Agree SLAs 
DOC4 Service Level reports 






Process Activity ID activity Monitoring … … … … 
Capacity Management Monitoring resource and service CAP1      
 Analysis CAP2      
 Tuning CAP3      
 Implementation CAP4      
 Storage of CM data CAP5      
 Demand management CAP6      
 Modelling CAP7      
 Application sizing CAP8      
  Production of capacity plan CAP9      
        
Availability Management Planning AVA1      
 Measurement and Reporting AVA2      
 Reviewing AVA3      
 Producing Availability Plan AVA4      
        
IT Finance Management Budgeting ITFM1      
 IT Accounting ITFM2      
 Charging ITFM3      
        
IT Service Continuity Management Initiation ITSCM1      
 Requirements Analysis and Strategy Definition ITSCM2      
 Implementation ITSCM3      
 Operational Management ITSCM4      
 Invocation ITSCM5      
        
Service Level Management Produce a service catalogue SLM1      
 Plan the SLA structure SLM2      
 Negociating SLA SLM3      
 Reporting and Monitoring SLM4      
 Reviewing SLM5      
 
